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NOTES
The Society is perhaps best known to the general public on account
of its lectures, given each year during the winter months, by people of
eminence in the realms of science, literature, art and music. Specialised
work is also carried out by the sections covering natural history and geology,
each of which has its own membership drawn from the main body of the
Society.
There is, however, an equally' important side of its activities apart
from the fields mentioned and that is the help it has extended, financially
and otherwise, throughout the hundred and twenty years of its history
in the publication of standard works both by its own members and other
learned societies.
The Society has, during the past few yearsI.
Financed, in collaboration with the Archreological Society, an aerial
survey of the whole of Leicestershire, covering the sites in the County
that are of archreological, scientific and geographical interest. (The
photographs taken during this survey are now available in the Museum).
2.
Contributed generously to the publishing of the remaining volumes
of the Victoria County History of Leicestershire.
3. Entertained the Members of the Museums Association on their visit
to Leicester.
4. Published Dr. Watts's book on the Geology of Chamwood and Mr.
F. A. Sowter's work on the Lichens of ·Leicestershire. Both of these
are regarded nationally as standard works.
These are only recent examples taken from a long list of similar activities
spread over the Society's history.

Attention is called to the relevant part of Rule VI:
At the last two lectures of each Session notice shall be given of the
date by which nominations for the various offices and for the Council must
be sent in. Immediately after that date, a list of such nominations together
with a notice of the date, time and place of the Annual Meeting shall be
sent to each member.
For the Session 1966-67 the date referred to above has been fixed as
Ist April 1967.

ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT
A. R. HUMPHREYS, M.A., A.M.
Professor of English, the Un}yersity of Leicester

at the Opening Meeting on 4th October 1965
When Dr. Kirkby brought me your invitation to succeed him I was startled
and, indeed, alarmed; startled, because the honour was a surprise, and
alarmed not because I thought Dr. Kirkby would have left the Society's affairs
in chaos but because a President, I supposed, must be faced with a nerveracking summer of arrangements before the programme could be complete.
In supposing this I underrated Mr. Ager. My contribution to the organising
of the attractions which, after this evening, stretch before us has amounted
to one letter and two telephone calls. Everything else, as far as I know, is
Mr. Ager's own work, and it is another example of the diligence with which,
year by year, he provides us with rewarding and diverse stimuli and entertainment.
Last year, Mr. Noble, the University's Vice-Chancellor, described to
the Society what the next decade or two requires of our national universities.
Tonight I am trying something more intimate and domestic, to tell you what
our own University is like, what is going on, how it is shaping-to lead an
informal ramble through that establishment which, indeed, owes the idea of
its foundation to this Society, since the seeds from which it grew were sown
by the Presidential addresses of the Reverend Joseph Wood in 1880, the
Reverend James Went in 1885, Mr. J. D. Paul in 1889, and particularly Dr.
Astley Oarke in 1912; and our debt to Dr. Astley Oarke above all is
recognised in the naming after him of our Botany and Zoology building.
Let me briefly look back, and then come to the present.
It is twenty years since the University Grants Committee recognised
that Leicester University College deserved Treasury help, thereby making
possible the growth of the past two decades.- The first professors were
appointed in 1946 and 1947, though the College was already 25 years old,
and largely through Alderman Keene's advocacy the City Council agreed
that the College must extend beyond the original site generously given in
1919 by Mr. Thomas Fielding Johnson. It consequently reserved for us the
land between Mayor's Walk and the War Memorial Walk on which so much
striking building has gone and is still going on.
When I arrived early in 1947 there were about 200 students and 30
teaching members of staff; the annual budget was around £25,000. Now
students number not far from 2,700 (counting candidates for higher degrees
and diplomas), the teaching staff is over 300, besides numerous auxiliaries
like demonstrators, technicians, secretaries, and gardeners, and the annual
budget surmounts £1,300,000. I should make it clear, nevertheless, that the
University is not well off; the expenses of libraries, laboratories, technical
services and the like are so great that several schemes vital for our growthin particular the provision of halls of residence-must be postponed for lack
of means; and, as the Vice-Chancellor explained, we are always in the
dilemma between the immense public pressure for increasing student
numbers and, on the other hand, the alternating bursts of liberality and
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economy which circumstances force on governments whatever their complexion. At present more than £4,000,000 worth of building is going on;
yet we spend incalculable amounts of time and energy wondering how to
contain the volume of expansion which public policy, and indeed our own
willingness, require.
From 1947 onwards we bought large houses, rendered by the trend of
the times inconvenient for private ownership, at Oadby and Knighton. With
their beautiful grounds they formed ideal sites for development, and on them
we built Beaumont Hall for men, designed by Mr. Shirley Worthington;
Digby Hall by Richard Sheppard and Partners, opened in 1961 (one of the
finest of our new buildings); Stamford Hall by Denys Lasdun, opened in
1964; and other halls by leading modem architects, now rising to roof level.
On the Knighton estate a hall for women, by Sir Leslie Martin and Mr.
Trevor Dannatt, was opened in 1960; and another by Mr. Peter Moro, is
going up not far away. These are not the last of the sequence; as far ahead
as we can see others will be needed if we are to continue growing. li our
residences are, on the whole, named after historic county families-the
Beaumonts, Shirleys, Digbys, Villiers-their style is modem, and this is as
it should be: universities preserve tradition, but they live in the present and
they think for the future.
On the original site in University Road the first signs of growth were
the biology building in 1951, named after Dr. Astley Clarke, an extension
to the Library in 1953 with a reading room named after Mr. Harry Peach,
who had started our collection of art books and who is commemorated by an
annual lecture, and the invaluable social building opened in 1958 by the
Queen, and named after the much-loved Mr. Percy Gee.
But by 1955 bigger strides forward in planning were needed, and in
1956 the College decided that its architectural development called for expert
guidance. Happily Professor (later Sir) Leslie Martin was ready to take us
on; he had just completed a brilliant term with the L.C.C.-including the
joint designing of the Royal Festival Hall-and become Professor of
Architecture at Cambridge. This appointment coincided with a crisis of
conscience about architecture among universities in general, which had on
the whole shown up pretty disgracefully, and Leicester gained credit for
being early in the field. In May 1962 The Architect's Journal remarked that
Leicester "should be something for the other red brickeries to look up to"
(our brick is in fact yellow and grey-pink) and it called Stirling and Gowan's
Engineering block, that rose-towered, glass-sheathed beauty which far and
wide marks the University's position--even taxi-drivers now know where
we are-"the most sensational new university building in England", though
adding the rider, "Local comments are guarded as yet". Local guardedness
notwithstanding, architects from China to Peru come so eagerly to admire
it that our engineers can hardly get on with their engineering.
Another large building, parallel to Mayor's Walk, is now almost finished,
completing a well-proportioned science precinct, and a still larger one is
rising parallel to University Road, costing £1,500,000 and named after Lord
Adrian, our Chancellor, Master of Trinity College Cambridge, and a
physiologist of world-wide eminence. This will contain the University's
most remarkable development, a combined school of the biological sciences
instead of separate schools of botany, zoology, biochemistry, genetics, and
general physiology; the Royal Society has commended this reorganisation of
things. Furthermore, floor by floor, on great aerial rafts, a vast new building
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for social purposes named after Sir Charles Wilson, recently our ViceChancellor and now Principal of Glasgow University, designed by Mr.
Denys Lasdun, one of the two or three finest architects in the country, is
rising above the highest trees of Victoria Park. Three other tall buildings
will soon group with it and the Engineering tower in the centre of our site;
in one of these my own room is already booked on the sixteenth floor,
Above the smoak and stirre of this dim spot,
Which men call Earth- ·
an enviable position until the lifts break down.
A large extension to the Library will provide room for more than a
million books by the middle of the 1970s. And since much of the University's
most fruitful work goes on not up on the hill but down in the city, let us not
overlook the new Vaughan College, where Mr. Trevor Dannatt made fine
use of the Jewry Wall site and disposed his new building so as to set off the
Roman remains and provide, at street level, a friendly combination of classrooms and social space, and on the ground floor that civic museum of Roman
antiquities whose opening is a striking event of the current year.
• I have hurried along with all this so that you may share my own breathlessness in travelling through so packed a decade of the University's
development. New universities have recently been founded with enormous
building programmes, and several existing ones have been extensively
replanned. This has rather switched the limelight from Leicester-though
the Engineering building brought it fully back; but Leicester University is
still well up in the architectural league table.
What, then, goes on in these buildings? We lecture, of course, and we
meet colleagues and pupils in discussion, and this involves close personal
relationships in seminars or small tutorial groups. No student will feel lost
in a crowd, as he may in big civic universities, and frequently does abroad.
But apart from the general conduct of education, what are our special
interests?
Let me begin with the biological sciences, since I have already referred
to the integration among them which has aroused much scientific enthusiasm.
The separate parts of this combination have, of course, their own lines of
interest. Zoology, under Professor Moon (who is chairman of the Leicestershire Trust for Nature Conservation), does extensive field work and
laboratory experiment so that its students shall think biologically about the
natural world and about man and his environment, with all that that involves
of the conservation of resources, of disease, population and over-population,
and food production. Botany has contributed eminently to the study of floras;
Professor Tutin has been centrally engaged on some of the main standard
works in the subject-the Flora of the British Isles, and Flora Europaea.
This latter work, which will run to several volumes, involves international
collaboration among scientists of many parts of Europe, and Professor Tutin
is chairman of the organising committee. The Department also investigates
the changes which have come about since the Ice Age in the soils, vegetation,
climate, and human settlement in Britain-a combined operation of botanists,
chemists, geographers, geologists, and archaeologists. Repeatedly, surveying
my colleagues' interests, I have been struck by this kind of overlapping.
Professor Leon, our first professor of classics, a man held in great affection
both within the college and without, argued in his inaugural lecture that a
subject does not become a subject until artificially split off from the great
continuum of knowledge; and every teacher knows, indeed, that subjects
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perpetually merge into each other. With the biological sciences this has been
specifically recognised: the new school of biology will base itself on the
concept of the "unity of life", working on the fundamental advances recently
made in the biochemical analysis of living organisms which the two professors
of biochemistry, Professors Komberg and Redfearn, described in their
inaugural lectures. Biochemistry is the chemistry of living processes, of the
substances that make up living organisms, and the chemical events which
take place in those organisms. lt attends to such questions as: How do plants
convert the energy of sunlight into chemical energy and thus serve as a
primary food source for all forms of life? How do animals utilize the energy
of foodstuffs? What is the chemical basis of heredity? What changes occur
in disease, and what agents prevent or reverse them? There is an essential
unity in the chemistry of all living things regardless of their place in the plant
or animal kingdom, and it is this that unifies the different aspects of biochemistry and, indeed, all the biological sciences.
Of the other sciences, the inorganic chemists are particularly interested
in synthesising flourine compounds and discovering the molecular structure
of the new products, and the organic chemists in the mechanisms of chemical
reactions; but these are matters hardly to be expounded tonight. The
physicists, however, have interests which qualify for full publicity, being
concerned with space research. Leicester's physicists were once the only,
and still rank among the leading, experts in X-ray spectroscopy in the
country, and this has led to their participation in the American and European
satellite programmes. Professor Stewardson periodically flies off to the
European Space Research Organisation in France or Holland, and last spring
was in South America. His department is studying soft X-rays-that is,
those that are easily absorbed, as against the penetrating hard X-rays used in
medicine--emanating from the sun and stars, and these must be examined
before the earth's atmosphere absorbs them; so members of his department
are frequently in Woomera for the firing of the rockets on which this research
depends. This, together with researches into the reflection of radio waves
from the upper atmosphere (the ionosphere), forms the physicists' biggest
enterprise, though not the only one.
The same philosophy of unification, rather than dissection into specialisms, which allies the biologists, has prompted the pattern of the new
Engineering Department, and this pattern has caused almost as much interest
educationally as its building has done architecturally. The Department has
broken with established tradition (for instance, of Civil, Electrical,
Mechanical, Aeronautical, and other branches as separate entities), and it
offers a course based on the underlying unity of engineering interests rather
than their differences. This in many ways is a general trend of our time,
when so many specialist trees have grown up that a deliberate effort is
needed to see the wood as a whole. As I was preparing this paper, Professor
Hunter, who has just retired after forty years teaching in the College and
University, sent me a typescript entitled The Evils of Specialisation, a
manifesto against the one-culture, one-subject mind; and indeed, one of our
two forms of honours degree is based on combinations of subjects into a wellfounded broad education. At any rate, the Engineering Department is now
looking for further collaboration-possibly with Economics in the field of
Operations Research (the control of business enterprises); and meanwhile its
interests include the investigation of the fracture mechanics of concrete
under stress, the devising of power-driven artificial limbs, the mechanics of
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bronchial air-passages, and such seemingly esoteric matters as the synthesis of
lumped linear multiterminal RLC electrical networks. Don't ask me what
these are!
But let us leave these engaging subjects for the large area of man and
his environment. Leicester is noted for its school of English Local History,
based on a splendid book collection given to our Library by Mr. Thomas
Hatton (on whom more later), and all who know Professor Hoskins will be
glad that he is returning here from the pinnacles of All Souls, Oxford, to
be its head. Local history in this context means the relationship between
man's work, culture, and locality anywhere in Britain, history as we daily
live it. Not really different, though geared to particular spheres, are the
historians' interests, particularly Professor Simmons's own interests in town
history, transport history, and architectural history, or the linguist's interests
in dialect and place-names-one of my graduates took her Master's degree in
Leicestershire rural dialect, and another-now teaching at the Charles Keene
College-wrote his Master's thesis on the place-names of the Gartree
Hundred.
The archaeologists dig up the local history of the past-one has just led
a party to excavate a neolithic settlement in the Outer Hebrides, and another
has directed 150 diggers at work on excavations at Cirencester which have
revealed the longest Saxon church so far discovered.
The geographers, of course, take the whole world for their province;
akin to the local historians and archaeologists, one is investigating walled
towns in Ireland, from Dublin down to mere villages, and another, Professor
Kirk, is directing excavations of a prehistoric village site on the coast of
Aberdeenshire. But also, symbolising the geographer's range of interests,
Professor Kirk is concerned with the seaborne cultures of the Indian Ocean,
and the establishment of Asiatic cities and frontiers, and he plans to lead a
university expedition to the Vales of Katmandu and Kashmir-may nothing
happen there to prevent him. Our geographers have a special interest in the
tropical world-one is a specialist in tropical soils, another on Latin America,
another comes to us from teaching at Makerere, and Professor Pye repeatedly
visits East and West Africa-but they concern themselves also with the
development of landscape and the growth of towns and industries (especially
the steel industry in Britain and America).
What the geologists are doing we shall doubtless learn more fully from
Professor Sylvester-Bradley on 29th November, but, in brief, they have an
active research team exploring the rocks in the great rift valleys of Africa,
another team exploring geological phenomena in Sicily in collaboration with
the University of Palermo, and they train their post-graduate students in the
field of economic geology (since it is in exploration for new sources of
minerals or oil or water that many geologists find employment), particularly
in mining geology and the study of microscopic fossils in relation to the
geological exploration for oil.
Oearly all these territories overlap; the economists and sociologists are
involved in such matters too and so (if we ever get them, as I hope we shall)
will town-and country-planners be. If our geographers write histories of
the steel industry, our economists recently produced surveys of the British
hosiery industry. They are busy, too, with the economics of under-developed
countries and of public policy-both projects of evident current importance.
The economic historians are at their elbow; Professor Davis has written the
history of a business firm, and Dr. Dyos an excellent history of the borough
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of Camberwell, a fascinating exercise in local history-cum-sociology-cumpolitics. Their fields of studies include the problems of industrialisation in
both the highly industrialised and the newly developing countries. This
again has much to do with the sociologists, who compare societies at different
states of development and are deeply involved with the circumstances of the
under-developed countries-matters of industrialisation, urbanisation, health,
and the "population explosion". Professor Neustadt is co-director of a
comprehensive study of Ghana's economic and social structure, and has
spent considerable periods there. Indeed, Africa runs as a recurrent theme
through the work of geographers, geologists, sociologists, economists,
psychologists, political theorists and educationalists alike-it is the new
magnet of intellectual enquiry.
Among topics of more domestic concern the sociologists are trained to
work in education, industry and administration; their investigations include
such topics as the social/psychological factors of suicide, and, among other
interesting enquiries, how soccer and rugger as we know them today are
connected with Britain's educational history in the nineteenth century. With
them are allied the psychologists, probing the psychology of religious
attitudes, the incidence of certain types of disease in Africa, the processes of
dreaming and of ageing, the psychology of language-use (psycho-linguistics),
the processes of early learning (the relationships between knowledge picked
up merely by exposure to it, and knowledge conditioned by rewards and
punishments), and the personality 'factors behind travel-sickness. And the
Department of Politics ranges over subjects as diverse as the constitution of
Switzerland, EFTA, European economic planning, Cold-War strategy,
African nationalism, federalism in southern Asia, medieval political thought,
the politics of Ceylon, and Standing Committees of the House of Commons.
So there, sketchily, ranging from neolithic land settlement to the modem
steel industry, from Asiatic city foundations to the reasons why we play rugger
or soccer or feel seasick, are some of the social scientists' interests. You name
it, we have it I
If I deal still more sketchily with history, literature, and philosophy, that
is not because I underrate them, but because time is running short and their
natures are well understood. But, briefly, the historians range widely in local,
national, imperial, medieval, and modem history, bringing it alive-as I
know Professor Simmons will when he speaks here in January-in the
enriching context of art, architecture, landscape, and literature. The departments of Greek, Latin, French, German, and English expound the development and the moral and aesthetic values of the languages and literatures they
purvey, relating these to the cultural life of the countries involved. Students
of French and German spend a whole year in France or Germany as part of
their course; the Oassics and English Departments are developing postgraduate courses leading to higher degrees, and the English Department,
which has Victorian England as one of its main interests, is pressing for a
research institute in Victorian studies. The philosophers discuss the concepts
of moral discourse (such as duty, obligation, good, and evil), the nature of
science and scientific concepts, the relations of mind and body (here they
connect with the psychologists), and the terms which psychologists use (such
as instinct, motive, emotion, intelligence, character). All this, though more
traditional and familiar than the work of the scientists, social scientists, and
enginee_rs, is of vivid and rich human importance and quite central to a
uruvers1ty.
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Four elements of the University spread their range over everythingthe University Press, the Departments of Education and Adult Education,
and the Library. The University Press has been going since 1951 and
publishes scholarly work by authors as widely dispersed as America and
New Zealand; from the beginning it has maintained an unusually high standard
of book production (a matter in which the provincial university presses have
generally been lamentable), and this has been largely due to the skill of
Profesor Simmons and of Dr. Finberg, who headed our Local History
Department after having been a publisher and typographical adviser to the
Government (he designed the Order of Service used in Westminster Abbey
at the Coronation).
The Education Department not only trains teachers in a wide variety
of subjects but has played a notable part in the current national discussion on
educational policy, since it contains some of the most notable controversialists
for and against comprehensive schools. And the Department of Adult
Education, together with Vaughan College (which Professor Simmons in his
book, New University, calls "one of the best-known and most affectionately
regarded institutions of Leicester") has been a Mecca of enlightenment and
stimulus throughout its history. It has recently spread its extra-mural area
into Northamptonshire and been warmly received; it is to be strengthened
by an offshoot of Vaughan College in Northampton itself. Everywhere in the
University's area it increasingly provides professional post-graduate and other
training courses-for Child Care Officers, Probation Officers, Nursing and
Community Studies; certificates and diplomas in Social Studies, Religious
Studies, Industrial Studies, Criminology, and other fields of social
importance, and it does important pioneering work with the Tavistock
Institute of Human Relations in London into personal attitudes among
members of groups-an essential exercise as society increasingly needs skill
and understanding in its social relationships. And finally, what of the Library?
This is really where this paper started. I was recently in the Folger
Shakespeare Library, Washington, working on its wonderful collection of
sixteenth-century books. Having returned to Leicester, I found myself
needing to refer to the first edition of one of the key works of Tudor doctrine,
William Tyndale's Obedyence of a Chrysten Man, printed 1528. I deeply
regretted my distance from Washington; at best, I thought, I shall have to go
up to London for this. Unhopefully I looked in our University Library's
catalogue-and there it was, an entry leading me to a fine, clean copy,
handsomely bound. At first, therefore, I thought of composing this talk
solely on the Library's treasures, but that, I decided, would be a subject too
specialised for tonight; a tour of the whole University seemed a better idea.
Yet for any University its Library is what the University Grants Committee
once called "its principal organ"; the Library must not only provide students
with books for examinations, it must make possible the preservation and reinterpretation of old knowledge, and the advance and dissemination of new.
We ourselves extend our services through the general library system of the
country to any researchers who need our books, and locally we lend to public
libraries and industrial concerns the specialised works which only a large
institution can possess. Our stocks approach 200,000 but are intended to rise
to a million or more with reading places for 1,500-and even this is modest
for a University library, small by American standards.
The Library benefited greatly in its early days by two bequests still of
the greatest importance. One was from Mr. Thomas Hatton, a local boot
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manufacturer whose enterprises were as oddly diverse as promoting boxingmatches and greyhound-racing (he built the Leicester Stadium), collecting
rare books, and becoming an editor of the great Nonesuch edition of Dickens.
In 1920 he gave us about 2,000 topographical books of great value, including
almost all the standard county histories and many rarities, and it is on this
foundation that our English Local History Department is founded. It is
fitting that that Department, in 1948, revived and carried to completion the
Victoria County History of Leicestershire-of which only one volume had
appeared, as far back as 1907. The second bequest, and the reason why
Tyndale's book is on our shelves, was by Mr. Caleb Robjohns of Narborougb,
of whom the story is told in Professor Simmons's book that when his housekeeper objected to his endless accumulation of antiquarian literature and
threatened to give notice he promised she should be troubled no more, and
thereafter surreptitiously dropped his purchases over his garden wall and
slunk out at night to smuggle them into the house. Who knows bow many
of our invaluable early treasures came thus adventurously on to his shelves?
They include attractively illuminated medieval manuscript Bibles and books
of the Church offices, incunabula of great value (that is, books printed before
1500), and great numbers of early theological and controversial works. The
Gutenberg Bible of 1455, the earliest European printed work, we possess only
in a recent facsimile; but there are printed Bibles from Strasbourg, of 1466,
Nuremberg, 1479, Basle, 1481, and so on. There are 61 editions of the Bible
in English between 1535 and 16n: the very first complete one ever, directed
by Miles Coverdale in Zurich is of 1535, and the sequence runs through the
historic "Great Bible" of 1539, superintended by Coverdale, with an
engraved frontispiece showing Henry VIII handing "Verbum Dei" to
Cranmer and Thomas Cromwell. This was the Bible which by royal command
was to be put in every parish church, and which marks the acceptance by
England of the Reformation. From this to the Genevan Bible of 1560,
prepared by exiles from the Marian persecutions, and often known as the
"Breeches Bible" since in Genesis iii. 7 it reads "they sewed figtre leaues
together, and made themselues breeches"; from this again to the Bishops'
Bible of 1568, and the Authorised Version of 16n, with numerous intervening editions. There is also a copy of the very rare "Wicked Bible" of
1631,-rare because much of the edition was suppressed-so-called because
"not" was left out of the seventh commandment, which consequently read,
"Thou shalt commit adultery".
Besides Bibles galore there is a wealth of Roman Catholic and Protestant
Reformation controversy-much early Luther, Zwingli, Melancthon, and
Erasmus. Thomas More is there with his Dyaloge ••• of the V eneracyon •••
of ymages ••. \\7yth many other thynges touchyng the pestylent secte of,
Luther and Tyndale (1530), and other works. Tyndale himself I have
mentioned; there are several early editions of Latimer's sermons, and a fine
first edition of Fox's Actes and Monuments (1563), with terrifying woodcuts
of suffering martyrs. There are the early Church Fathers, including a most
handsome St. Augustine of 1531, in 5 volumes. There are invaluable first
or early editions of the great Tudor chronicles-a Froissart, translated by
Lord Bemus, 1525; Hardyng's Chronicle, 1543; Hall's, 1550; Grafton's,
1569; and the great Holinsheds of 1577 and 1587. There are many Cavalier/
Round-head manifestos, one of their focal points being the execution of
Charles I. There are numerous works of William Prynne the seventeenthcentury Puritan pamphleteer, with irresistible titles like Histrio-mastix. The
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players scourge .•• l\?'herein it is largely evidenced ••• that popular stageplayes are sinfull (1632), or A gagge for long-hair'd rattle-heads who revile
all civill round-heads (1646), or The Quakers unmasked, and clearly detected
to be but the spawn of Romish frogs, Jesuites, and Franciscan fryers (1655).
There is lots of early Bunyan, though unfortunately no first edition of The
Pilgrim's Progress: my own favourite Bunyan title is The Barren Figiree; or,
the Doom and Downfall of the Fruitless Professor, of which we have a second
edition (1688).
The story is really endless, and there is no time to persist in it. I would
only add the point that we have not rested on Mr. Robjohns's laurels; two
years ago we bought from the Physical Society a collection of important
scientific works going back to 1535, which will strengthen our research in
the History of Science. We are continually acquiring important editions and
runs of periodicals and facsimile reprints when originals are unobtainable.
The great bulk of our holdings is, of course, of modem and current works, in
many fields. One of the most pleasing of recent accessions deserves the final
word-the University team which in 1964 won the television quiz contest,
"University Challenge", gave to the Library the fine first edition of Dr.
Johnson's Dictionary (1755) together with the sum of over £800 which it
received as the reward of victory. On that happy note let me conclude our
tour of the Library.
We are still getting up steam. Those who have seen us through up to
now have done forty noble years of pioneering. Those of us there now, and
those to come, will need to exert ourselves to the uttermost to keep abreast
of the quicker change of pace which lies ahead. What I have tried to do is
to show you where we are now, and something of what we look like from
within.

REPORT OF THE COUNCIL
The programme announced for the Session 1965-66 was as follows:
1965
October 5. Opening Meeting-Address by the President (followed by a
Social Gathering).
October 18. J. T. Christie. M.A. (Principal of Jesus College, Oxford).
Revival of the Spoken Word.
November 1. Sir Thomas Armstrong, M.A., D.Mus. (Principal of the
Royal Academy of Music). The Meaning of Music.
November 15. F. Oldham, M.A., B.Sc., F.Inst. P. (Late Headmaster of
Hinckley Grammar School). Dr. Thomas Young, Philosopher and
Physician and his Relevance Today.
November 29. P. C. Sylvester-Bradley, B.Sc., F.G.S. (F. W. Bennett,
Professor of Geology, University of Leicester). The Evolution of the
Earth (with slides) (in conjunction with the Geological Section).
December 13. I. M. Evans, M.A., A.M.A., M.I.Biol. (Keeper of Biology,
Leicester Museum). Leicestershire Wild Life and its Conservation
(with slides).
r

1966
January 3 (6.30 p.m.). New Year's Lecture for Young People. Captain
J. E. (Alligator) Edwards, F.Z.S. (Broadcaster-Founder and Past
President British Aquarists Study Society). All God's Creatures (A
one-hour Nature talk illustrated by colour film on Reptiles and
Amphibians).
January 10. Gareth Lloyd Evans (Midlands Dramatic Critic of the
Guardian). The Critic and the Theatre.
January 24. J. Simmons, M.A., F.R.Hist.S., F.R.S.L. (Professor of History,
University of Leicester). The Visual Study of History (with slides).
February 7. Ronald Moore (Artist and Critic). The Continuity of Art
Criticism (with illustrations).
February 21. J. M. Cherrett, B.Sc., Ph.D. (Department of Agricultural
and Forest Zoology, University College of North Wales). A Biologist
in the Jungle (with film and colour transparencies).
March 7. J. E. Lousley (President of the Botanical Society of the British
Isles). Our Changing Flora (with colour transparencies) (in conjunction
with the Natural History Section).
March 21. Neville Moray, M.A., D.Phil. (Department of Psychology,
University of Sheffield). The Nature of Man in the Age of Psychology.
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Dr. Moray was prevented by a University engagement from coming on
21st March, but he very kindly arranged for Dr. Connolly, a member of his
department, to deputise for him. Otherwise the programme was carried
through as above.
The number of paid-up members (268) was the highest since the war,
and there was a slight increase in the number of Associates and a fall in
the number of Junior Associates.
The Lectures clearly aroused considerable interest and the attendance
showed no sign of falling-off.
The Council deeply regrets to report the deaths of the Rev. Dr. A. S.
Hum who was a member of the Council for many years and was President
immediately before the war, and of Mr. Philip Groves who had only recently
been elected a member.

Modern Language Association
(Leicestershire and Rutland Branch)
(Affiliated Body)
Chairman: E. J. Roberts, B.A.
Secretary: E. S. Orton, B.A.
Treasurer: W. A. Miller, B.A.
November 1965. Pamela Stirling Players-Les Femmes Savantes
(Moliere) at the Wyggeston Boys' School.
23 November 1965. Talk by Mr. H. S. Otter, Director of M.L.A. Examinations Project, sponsored by the Nuffield Foundation, on the preparation
of an alternative "O-level" French Syllabus, increasing the importance
of oral examination.
25 March 1966. Verse speaking Competition at Longslade School.
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REPORTS OF THE SECTIONS
Natural History
President: F. A. Sowter, F.L.S.
Chairman: Mrs. H. Gawadi, B.Sc.
Vice-Chairman: J. W. Watson, F.INST.P.A.
Hon. Treasurer: W. J. Allen
Hon. Secretary and Editor: I. M. Evans, M.A., A.M.A., M.I.BIOL.
Committee: J.C. Clarke, G. Halliday, M.A., PH.D., E. K. Horwood,
M. J. Leech, D. B. Williamson, Miss S. Wilson, B.SC.
The past year has been one of continued expansion, both of membership and activities. Membership now stands at over one hundred and
forty, a quarter of this total being accounted for by junior members. An
innovation was the setting of a junior competition for a written account of
an original piece of fieldwork carried out in the county during the year, with
prizes of two and one guineas.
The winter programme opened on 3rd January with an early morning
excursion led by Mr. J. Otter to the Eyebrook Reservoir. This was followed
on 20th January by a Slide Exhibition Evening to which thirteen members
contributed. The speakers and subjects of the remaining indoor meetings
of the session were as follows:
17th February-Mr. R. H. Hall, F.L.s., " Plant life of the Peak District".
17th March-Mr. J. Otter," Weavers and sunbirds-unusual nesting habits
amongst Far-Eastern birds".
7th April-Mr. M. R. D. Seaward, B.Sc., "An introduction to the study of
bryophytes ".
In view of the success of the ambitious programme of field meetings in
1964 these were again held at fortnightly intervals from May to October.
The first was to Allexton Wood on 2nd May, by kind permission of Mr.
H. R. Hoare. It was led by Mr. J. Otter and highlights were the sight of
two wheatears, almost certainly the Greenland race, Oenanthe oenanthe
leucorrhoa Gmelin, perched in a tree just outside the wood, the abundance
of toothwort, Lathraea squamaria L., in flower in the stream valleys and a
badger sleeping out above ground, which two members stumbled upon. Mr.
P.H. Gamble led a visit to Blackbrook Reservoir on 15th May, by kind permission of the North-west Leicestershire Water Board. The botanical
attractions were the two rare rushes Juncus tenuis Willd. and J. filif orms L.,
the latter of which is a species of stony lake shores further north only
recently discovered at the Reservoir.
On 29th May Dr. G. Halliday led a visit to the canal at Foxton Locks,
and this was followed on 12th June by a visit led by Mr. T. W. Tailby to
the disused railway line at Marefield Junction, by kind permission of British
Railways. The long list of plants recorded is a useful contribution to the
survey of these disused lines being made by the Leicestershire Trust for
Nature Conservation. Amongst the more notable ones were adder's tongue,
Ophioglossum vulgatum L., and twayblade, Listera ovata (L.), on a shaded
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bank and a bed of the livenvort Marchantia polymorplza L., in the fertile
state, on ballast. Butterflies seen included the orange tip, small heath,
green hairstreak, common blue and grizzled and dingy skippers.
The annual full-day excursion was a visit to Monks Dale in the Peak
District on 27th June, led by Mr. R. H. Hall. On the way Jacob's ladder,
Polemonium caeruleum L., was seen in abundance and noteworthy species
in the Dale itself were narrow-leaved bittercress, Cardamine impatiens L.,
Nottingham catchfly, Silene nutans L., and mountain melic, Melica nutans
L. On 10th July a visit was made to Ketton Quarries by kind permission of
the Ketton Portland Cement Company and led by Mr. J. H. Chandler.
Yellow bird's-nest, Monotropa hypopithys L., was seen in a beech plantation
and tall broomrape, Orobanclze elatior Sutton, on its usual host greater
knapweed, Centaurea scabiosa L. Despite a leaden sky the mass of viper's
bugloss, Echium wlgare L., covering heaps of quarry waste was a most
attractive sight. Tea was kindly provided by Mrs. J. Green of Ketton.
Mr. M. Walpole led a visit to the Charnwood Lodge Nature Reserve
of the Leicestershire Trust on 24th July and this was followed on 7th August
by a visit to the disused railway line at Countesthorpe, led by Miss S.
Wilson. The comprehensive list of plant and insect life made will aid the
Leicestershire Trust in their assessment of the potential of this stretch as an
educational nature reserve. A tour of north-east Leicestershire on 21st
August led by the Hon. Secretary took in the site of the now-drained
Brentingby Field, Bescaby Oaks and the Drift south of the SproxtonSkillington road, where clustered bell flower, Campanula glomerata L., was
seen in flower. On 4th September Mr. J.E. Carter led a visit to Dimminsdale, an area near Staunton Harold where Carboniferous Limestone has
been quarried in the past. Few species of lime-loving plants were found but
the stream running through the area did yield large specimens of the crayfish, Astacus pallipes Lereb. and the locality is a new one for this now rather
local crustacean.
On 18th September Mr. J.C. Badcock led a ramble in the Saddington
area and on 2nd October Dr. G. Halliday led a visit to Aston Firs, by kind
permission of Mrs. M. E. Gilbert, for the study of bryophytes. The programme of field meetings concluded on 16th October with a fungus foray on
the wooded slopes overlooking the River Trent at King's Mills, Castle
Donington, by kind permission of Mr. J. G. Shields. Led by Mr. J. Varty,
this was a joint meeting with the Derby Natural History Society and
attracted a large turnout. Despite the rather dry weather of the preceding
few weeks a good number of species were found, including both young and
mature specimens on one twig of the delightful bird's-nest fungus,
Crucibulum wlgare Tul.
The annual exhibition evening was held on 20th October, when a
record number of thirty-two exhibits were shown by thirteen members and
guests. They ranged from the moths of the Burren, Co. Clare, France and
Germany to specimens of a large southern European carpenter bee which
had turned up in a house in Leicester in August. A feature was the range of
reptiles and amphibians shown by members of the Leicester Herpetological
Study Group, to whom the Section is also indebted for exhibits at most of
the ordinary meetings.
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The following lecture meetings closed the year:
3rd November-Talks by the Hon. Secretary on" Disused railway lines in
Leicestershire" and by the Chairman on" Hedgerow surveys".
17th November-Mr. F. J. Smith, Ministry of Agriculture, "Introduced
mammals as pests ".
1st December-Dr. W. 0. Heal, Merlewood Experimental Station, The
Nature Conservancy," The living soil".
15th December-Mr. G. H. Thompson, Department of Forestry, Oxford
University, a programme of close-up colour films on the tiger beetle
and spiders.
The average attendance at indoor meetings over the whole year, taking
into account the last meeting, which was an open evening, was thirty-nine, a
third up on last year and an indication of support for fortnightly meetings.
A generous grant of £100 by the parent body together with one of £20
by the Botany Department of Leicester University enabled the Natural
History Section to promote a most useful research project during the year.
This was the mapping by two students of the Botany Department, Miss A.
Hall and Miss J. Spensley, of the vegetation of two large and important
areas of the Chamwood Forest, Bradgate Park and the Chamwood Lodge
Nature Reserve of the Leicestershire Trust for Nature Conservation.
Vegetation maps are essential for the drawing up of management plans for
the conservation of the wildlife of these two areas, but they are ~o large that
the work involved is beyond the resources of time of local botanists. The
Section is most grateful to the parent body for their support of this
important work and is also grateful to the Bradgate Park Trust and
Leicestershire Trust for access to the two areas and to Leicester Museum
for the use of their Field Research Vehicle and other equipment for the
duration of the surveys. Production of the final maps from the field notes
and sketch maps has been held up for want of recent aerial photographs of
the two areas, but it is hoped to be able to obtain these in the near future.
An outstanding piece of field work undertaken by members during the
year was the survey by Mr. D. L Hawksworth and Mr. P. Walpole, both
reading natural sciences at Leicester University, of the lichens of Bradgate
Park. A detailed account of their findings is published elsewhere in these

Transactions.
Five issues of the quarterly newsletter have been issued in the period
under review and although it is proving difficult to get these out on time, the
co-operation of members in their compilation is enabling the accumulation
of a large and valuable body of information about the fauna and flora of the
county, much of which must previously have gone unrecorded. The threats
to the wildlife of Leicestershire have become so pressing that properly
localised and dated information about even the commoner animals and
plants is of value.
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Geology
Officers 1966-7
Chairman: H. Richter
Vice-Chairman: M. J. Le Bas, B.Sc., Ph.D., F.G.S.
Hon. Secretary: Dr. Helen E. Sadler .
Field Meetings Secretary: R. J. King
Hon. Treasurer: G. A. Odell
Committee: A. G. Baker, Miss M. E. Breeze,
Dr. A. Khan, T. Riley.
21st October-Dr. Buchan of the Geological Survey, London gave a most
interesting talk on" Water Conservation in Great Britain"
4th November-Dr. Tate, Leicester University, lectured in the New
Engineering Building on a topic "Soil Mechanics". He then
demonstrated experiments in the laboratory. The members were very
pleased to look round the Engineering Building.
18th November-Mr. Spink gave a fascinating lecture illustrated by slides
on the" Geology of the hidden coalfield of North Leicestershire".
2nd December-This was the evening of the Conversazione when members
exhibited specimens and slides in the Museum. This is always a very
successful social occasion when members can discuss geological problems among themselves.
20th January-Dr. Black, of the Nature Conservancy, London, gave a very
interesting talk on" The work of the Nature Conservancy". He asked
members if they came across any interesting geological localities that
were in danger of being lost to inform the Conservancy so that steps
could be taken to preserve them.
3rd February-Dr. Rice, Leicester University, gave a resume of work he
had done on "The Pleistocene deposits in Leicestershire". This talk
was particularly interesting a:; it dealt with problems of local geology.
17th February-Mr. Deans of the Overseas Geological Survey, London,
gave a very enjoyable talk on the "Economic importance of Carbonatite complexes of East Africa". This lecture was particularly
appreciated by members of the East African Research Unit at the
University.
3rd March-This was the occasion of the Annual General Meeting and
was attended by 28 members.
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The Leicester Literary

SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS AND
RECEIPTS
£
Balance at beginning of Session
Subscriptions:
Members (268)
Associates (58)
Junior Associates (89)

281
36
22

s. d.

£ s. d.
163 1 6

8 0
4 0
S 0
339 17

Grant from City of Leicester Education Committee
Profit on Refreshments
Sale of Transactions
Leicester Temperance Building Society-Interest
British Association Fund brought in to offset Donation
for Research:
Balance at beginning of session
Plus interest to June, 1965

so

0

O 0

10 7 11
6 1 0
14 1 2

114 0 6
2 16 0
116 16 6

700 5

1

450 0

0

Special Purposes Fund
Leicester Temperance Building Society (Paid-up Shares)

L. C. HAMER, Honorary Treasurer

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS
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and Philosophical Society
PAYMENTS-SESSION 1965-66
PAYMENTS
£
Leicester Corporation-Rent
Lecture Expenses :
Fees and Expenses
Operating Projector

151
5

s. d.

£ s. d.
25 0 0

1 0
0

5

156
Printing, Stationery, etc.:
Transactions
Postage on Transactions and Stationery ••.
Postages-Secretary and Treasurer
Donations
Advertisement re membership •..
Bank Charges and Cheque Book
Tax on Bank Interest ...
Balance at end of Session

6

0

375 18
125 0
2 7

7
0
3
0

277 4 0
82 14 7
16 0 0

1 15
1 4
12 13
700

9·
6

5

1

100 3
8 18

6
6

109 2

0

The H. S. Bennett Bequest Account (For Research)
(representing the original bequest in 1930 of £500
plus interest, less payments, invested in £506
5s. 7d. Leicester Corporation 3% Redeemable
Stock 1964-69)
Westminster Bank Limited:
Balance at beginning of Session
Interest on Investment, less tax

Audited and found correct
J.B. POTTER
R.H. UPJOHN
Honorary Auditors

April 1966.

THE BARWELL l\1ETEORITE
by

J.B. McKELLAR, A. J. MEADOWS
and P. C. SYLVESTER-BRADLEY
I.

THE

FALL

A meteorite fell in a Barwell street on Christmas Eve, 1965. A man
dived for shelter against a wall and a window was broken in a house nearby.
Graphic descriptions and eye-witness accounts appeared in the Hinckley
Times. "I left work at Harvey's factory about 4.15 p.m. ", Mr. Arthur
Crow told the reporters. "Just as I left I heard an explosion, but thought
little of it. Then, as I walked home, I got the shock of my life. I wasn't
far from my house. I heard a whizzing noise and thought someone was
firing rockets from a plane or something. So I ducked against a wall for
protection. It was dark so I couldn't see anything, only hear this whizzing
noise and then a thud as something hit the ground ... "
Meanwhile another lump had broken Mr. Joseph Grewcock's window.
Mr. Grewcock went outside and saw pieces of rock and white powder
spattered all over the road. He picked up a piece of the rock and was surprised by its warmth. The police were informed, and P.C. Scott investigated
immediately. He collected all the material he could lay hands on, and sent
it to the Leicester Museum for identification, but because of the Christmas
holidays it was not until 5th January that the material was received by the
experts. On that day samples were identified as meteoritic simultaneously
in the University of Leicester, in the British Museum (Natural History) and
in the Geological Museum. The importance of the discovery was
immediately recognised, and a combined expedition from these three
institutions and the Leicester Museum set out for Barwell on the following
day.
II. THE SEARCH

By the end of the first-day's intensive search approximately 48 pounds
in weight had been recovered, bringing the total near to the record for the
largest meteorite to fall in Great Britain (64 pounds in Berkshire in 1628).
The search was televised, and received much publicity. A reward was
offered by the British Museum for any pieces recovered and at one time
Barwell almost resembled a gold-diggers' camp, so many of the public
joined in the search. Many more pieces were discovered, and the total
known weight to date is about 103 pounds, making the Barwell meteorite by
far the largest known to have fallen in this country (though a slightly larger
amount-106 pounds-was collected from a meteorite that fell in Ireland
in 1813). Most of the pieces have been bought by, given to or loaned to the
British Museum (Natural History), where an attempt has been made to fit
them together to discover the original shape of the meteorite, or even
whether, as has been suggested, there may have been more than one. This is
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/
Fig. 1. Position of meteoritic fragments recovered from Barwell.
Black dots indicate single, large fragments. Hatching indicates many small fragments.
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a difficult task as a considerable amount is still missing. The weather on
Christmas Eve, 1965, was wet but not freezing; thus heavy pieces landing
on soft ground probably went straight in and the holes were not noticed. The
largest piece so far recovered, which weighs 17 pounds 5 ounces, had buried
itself to a depth of 2½ feet and left on the surface a hole only 4 to 5 inches
in diameter. This, luckily, was in the grass of the recreation ground where
it was noticed, but similar holes on ploughed land could quite easily be
missed or filled in by soft earth during later rain showers.
III. DISTRIBUTION
The map (Fig. 1) shows the points from which meteorite fragments
have been recovered. From this it can be seen that the fall covers an
irregular but roughly oval shape centered on the houses of the Common.
This being the case it is perhaps surprising how little damage was done to
property. As already mentioned one window was broken. In addition, one
fragment of the meteorite went through a factory roof, another went through
a car bonnet and two pieces pierced private tar-macadam drives and
penetrated the cinder below to a depth of about nine inches. All of the
remainder fell on soft ground-gardens, allotments or playing fields.
IV. FRAGMENTATION
The Barwell Meteorite is an olivine-hypersthene chondrite (one type of
stony meteorite). Shortly before impact it broke up into small pieces. The
first of these to be picked up, immediately after the fall and before there was
time for any weathering to have taken place, were a very pale grey in colour
and extremely friable. Very slight finger pressure would reduce the small
pieces to powder. However, these fragments hardened with time and the
others found later were quite hard, resembling a pale grey concrete with
brown flecks and small darker grey spheres varying in size up to approximately a quarter of an inch in diameter. These latter are the chondrules.
As the meteorite came through the atmosphere, considerable heat was
produced by friction with the air, sufficient to melt the outer layer of the
material. This layer was oxidised and now forms a hard black crust on
some of the pieces, making possible the attempt to reconstruct the original
shape (Plate I). These pieces were matched because of their similar crust.
Parts of the crust show fluted markings which were caused by the strong air
flow over the molten surface during the meteorite's passage and before it
exploded (Plate II). This air flow was strongest on the front surfaces of the
irregularly shaped mass, the back edges being relatively smooth and unfluted. One specimen has been found where the crust shows both the front
fluted part and the back smooth surface with, between them, the edge where
the molten material has dripped over and been blown away by the air
current.
V. FIREBALLS
Large meteorite falls are always accompanied by visual and acoustic
phenomena. These can usually be observed over a wide area. After the fall
of the Barwell meteorite, appeals in newspapers and journals, on the radio
and on television, resulted in a considerable number of reports from eyewitnesses of the event. These reports were accumulated at the University
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The fragments of the Barwell meteorite that have been fitted together at the
British Museum (Natural History). Those marked "A" and "B" fell about ¼
mile apart.
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Meteorite fragment (wt. 17 lb. 5 oz.) showing the fluted markings on the surface
caused by the strong air flow.
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of Leicester and also by Mr. H. G. Miles at the Lanchester College of Technology, Coventry. Approximately 150 reports of some significance were
collected, of which perhaps a quarter were highly detailed and precise. A
proforma was printed laying out the major questions of interest. When a
letter relating to the meteorite fall was received, this proforma was sent with
a request to fill in the details. As a result, a fairly coherent set of data was
established. In some instances where the reports were ambiguous, the witness was also interviewed.
The meteorological conditions on Christmas Eve were by no means
favourable for observing the fall phenomena. Birmingham Airport reported
complete cloud cover at the time. However, the cloud distribution was
extremely irregular with the result that at some places along the line of
descent of the meteorite the sky was relatively clear. The reports received
therefore tend to be very patchy-several from one area, none from another
immediately adjacent.
It became evident from an initial analysis that the reported tracks
differed very considerably among themselves. Some discrepancies are to be
expected ; it is common, for example, to find that the angular distance of an
object above the horizon is widely misreported. Nevertheless, the discrepancies seemed to be much too large for such an explanation. When a
more detailed analysis was made it was found that the reports fell into two
fairly consistent groups. It was then realised that instead of there being one
fireball associated with the Barwell meteorite, there had, in fact, been two
moving on approximately paraltel tracks at somewhat less than fifteen
kilometres apart.
The track of fireball I, when extended, passed through Barwell. It was
therefore assumed in subsequent analysis to have been the one responsible
for the meteorite fall at Barwell. This fireball was observed particularly
from the Coventry area. The direction of the fireball track is estimated from
the reports to have been about 23° east of north and it descended at an angle
of about 20° to the horizontal. It was reported by two observers to have
gone extinct shortly after passing over Coventry, at a height of about 9½
kilometres.
Fireball 2 was observed particularly from the Rugby area. It was
moving in the same direction as fireball I and descending at about the same
angle. Whereas fireball I seems simply to have gone out at its extinction
point, several observers reported that fireball 2 exploded. Four major
fragments seem to have been produced by the explosion-one being shot
upwards, and the remaining three downwards.
As more reports came in, yet other discrepancies appeared. It became
necessary to distinguish a third track-fireball 3-which split off from fireball I and passed to the west of Coventry. Fortunately, although most
observers had only seen one fireball (due presumably to the cloud cover),
later reports did contain a few accounts from eye-witnesses who had seen
more than one fireball in the sky at the same time. These mainly related to
fireballs I and 2, but one observer from the Birmingham area reported
seeing fireball I break up to produce two diverging tracks. His point of
separation agreed very well with that which had been calculated for the
origin of fireball 3.
It is just possible that the fall at Barwell may have come from the
explosion of fireball 2. This could be supported, for example, by the final
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angle of descent of one of the meteorite fragments found at Barwell. This
piece went through a factory roof and the floor below, so indicating the
direction of fall. It came from a south-easterly direction at an angle of
about 75°. Nevertheless, it would be a rather remarkable coincidence if
fragments of fireball 2 should be so deposited that they landed directly
under the track of fireball I. In any case, it is well-known that the final
direction of fall of meteorite fragments is frequently quite different from the
observed direction of motion of the associated fireball. It should be added
that the distribution of meteorite fragments at Barwell with a swarm of
smaller fragments to the south would also suggest a meteorite approaching
from that general direction. There is a well-known tendency in meteorite
falls for the larger pieces to carry farther.
The fireballs were seen over a wide area. Definite sightings were reported over a region extending from Shropshire to Berkshire. Less certain
observations were received from even farther afield. One odd aspect of the
reports received was that nine of them agreed very well with the supposition
of a fireball travelling from north-east to south-west (i.e. almost exactly
opposite to the direction derived from the majority of the reports). It has
not been possible to give any reasonable explanation for this group of
observations.
As we have seen, the tracks of fireballs 2 and 3 are generally. comparable with that of fireba11 I. Supposing that this similarity extended to the
deposition of fragments, we can ask where material from fireballs 2 and 3
might have fallen. A straightforward extrapolation suggests that fragments
should have landed on the southern fringe of Leicester from fireba11 2, and
on the outskirts of Nottingham from fireball 3. Since one would have
expected falls to have been detected in densely populated areas, it may,
perhaps, be tentatively assumed that little material resulted from either of
these two fireballs.
It is difficult to arrive at any certain description of the fireballs in
flight, since there was a good deal of contradiction amongst observers.
However, it seems reasonably well established that all three fireballs
developed gaseous tails during the latter part of their flight, and fireballs 1
and 2 also left trails of dust behind them. The trail from fireball 2 was
corkscrew in shape and persisted for several minutes. A comparison of
reports from earlier and later in the fireball tracks suggests that the colour
of the fireballs changed from a whitish tinge to reddish shortly before they
went extinct. This can reasonably be explained by a slowing down of their
motion as they penetrated more deeply into the atmosphere.
Reports of acoustic effects were much more numerous than visual
observations: as would be expected. The sounds were mainly heard within
an elongated region stretching from Wiltshire to Leicestershire. This
elongated shape of the acoustic field is typical of a fireball travelling at a
low angle of inclination to the earth's surface. It therefore confirms the
general character of the fireball tracks derived from the visual observations.
The reports of sounds were even more diverse and contradictory than
the visual observations. Apart from the usual subjective errors, this may
also be attributed to the strong probability that all three fireballs produced
acoustic effects. Thus it became possible, for example, for an observer to
see fireball 2 and hear fireball 1. Two points seem reasonably well-established, however. In the first place, both fireballs I and 2 probably produced
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three sonic bangs. (This is said to be a common result of meteorite flight
through the atmosphere.) Secondly, the sound effects were particularly
concentrated in certain regions. This was noted especially south of Rugby
and in the Coventry area (where breakages of light bulbs, etc., occurred).
Finally, some mention should be made of electrophonic noises. These
are curious hissing sounds which have sometimes been heard before the
passage of a meteorite. It has been suggested that they may be electromagnetic in origin. Four reliable reports of such noises have been received
from observers of the present fall.
From observations in the vicinity of Barwell, it is possible to pinpoint
the time of fall of the meteorite as 16: 12 U.T. It is evident from the small
area covered by the fall, and from the lack of secondary burning on the
recovered fragments, that the final break-up of the Barwell meteorite
occurred at an unusually low altitude. The incoming meteorite was probably retarded to a subsonic velocity at about the extinction point (which
approximately coincided with the tropopause). The final fragmentation
must therefore be placed at some height less than ten kilometres.
It has been stated that fireballs 1 and 2 were travelling on parallel
tracks. The probable errors involved in estimating the directions of these
tracks are such that the two fireballs could have been derived from a single
body fragmenting near the top of the stratosphere. There is a very faint
possibility, however, that they could have been separate objects prior to the
collision with the terrestrial atmosphere.
We would like to thank the public for their enthusiastic response to our
requests for eye-witness reports.
VI. FUTURE RESEARCH
The large size of the Barwell Meteorite, and the publicity its fall
received has led to wide scientific interest, and samples are being studied in
many laboratories in this country (e.g. London, Harwell, Oxford, Cambridge
and Leicester) and abroad (in Germany and the United States). The most
urgent task has been to assess the content of short-lived isotopes, whose
analysis can give some indication of the length of time the meteorite has
been exposed to cosmic rays during its flight through space. Other longerlived isotopes make it possible to estimate the age of formation.
Meteorite falls are rare phenomena. An area the size of Britain can
only expect an average of about one meteorite every 20 years; the last one
fell in Wales in 1949. Their study is of particular interest at the present
time, as they are the source of our most intimate knowledge of extraterrestrial matter. Meteorites fall into two main classes, stones and irons.
The Barwell meteorite is a stone, and consists mainly of ultra-basic
silicates, with only a minor quantity of nickel-iron alloy. In common with
the majority of meteoritic stones, the Banvell meteorite is a "chondrite ",
which means it is formed of an aggregate of small spherical " pebbles " one
to five mm. in diameter known as chondrules.
In thin section under the microscope, the meteorite proves to be one of
the most beautiful rocks we have seen. The study of chondrules has special
importance for theories concerning the origin of the planets, and therefore
also the origin of the earth. The mineralogy of the Banvell chondrite is
proving of particular interest in this connection.
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The laboratory studies now in progress on this material are not yet
complete ; results will continue to be published in the scientific press during
the next few months.
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FOOTPATHS IN CHARNWOOD FOREST
A circular walk via Beacon Hill, Ulverscroft and Bradgate Park,
with notes on the geology of the district
By members of the Geology Section of the Leicester Literary
and Philosophical Society (F. C. Green, T. D. Ford, M. J. Le Bas,
J. Lush, G. A. Odell, Helen Sadler, and J. H. McD. Whitaker).
INTRODUCTION
This walk of about 10 miles is planned to be scenically attractive and
geologically rewarding. It covers some of the best of Charnwood Forest,
gives the opportunity both of examining nearly the whole series of Charnian
Precambrian rocks, and of seeing them in relation to the geology of Leicestershire as a whole.
A simplified geological map, cross-section and succession of rocks are
given in Figures I and 2, and detailed plans of the route in Figures 3 to 10.
Maps which may be found useful are the 1" O.S. Sheet 121 and the
2½" Sheets SK 41 and SK 51 (with a short length of the path on SK 50).
Further details of the geology can be obtained from W. W. Watts's book
entitled The Geology of the Ancient Rocks of Charnwood Forest, first
published by the Society in 1947 and now sold by the Geologist's Association
(price 12/6).
The ancient rocks displayed in Charnwood Forest were originally
formed about 700 million years ago and are seen now as a series of hills and
ridges. Soon after their formation, they were folded upwards into an anticline which pitches to the south-east and, in Bradgate Park, disappears below
newer Triassic rocks. The Triassic sandstones and marls were deposited
about 200 million years ago. To the north, in the Shepshed direction, the
Charnian rocks are cut off by faults, though presumably they continue in a
north-westerly direction hidden below Triassic and other sediments. The
fold of the Charnwood rocks has been considerably eroded by sub-aerial
weathering, and we see now only the remains of the fold. The upper part of
the fold has been largely removed, leaving the eastern limb approximately
through Swithland and Beacon Hill, and the western limb through the Copt
Oak ridge, with the older rocks now uncovered in the centre of the fold
and showing at Benscliffe, Black Hill, Bawdon Plantation, etc.
THE WALK
Figure 4.
Starting near Woodhouse Eaves, a convenient car park may be found
opposite Charnwood Golf Oub's pavilion on the Nanpantan Road (locality
A in Figure 4). From here a well-marked track leads in a westerly direction
up the slope of Beacon Hill. Occasional path-side exposures of a yellow clay
subsoil may be seen which are covered with a thin podsol and humus layer.
The clay subsoil has an unctuous character not unlike loess, and it may have
partly originated from wind-blown glacial dust, as the underlying Charnian
rocks do not break down in this way.
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Beacon Hill summit, shown in Figure 4, is the type locality for the
Beacon Hill beds of the Maplewell Series which occur in the middle of the
Charnian sequence of rocks. The Beacon Hill beds are here thinly-bedded
tuffs with occasional coarser ash bands. These beds represent ash and
fragments (pyroclastic material) explosively ejected from Precambrian
volcanic islands, and probably deposited in the sea. The site of the islands
was possibly near Whitwick, to the west. Small-scale current-bedding and
channelling, however, suggests currents flowing from the east, though further
work is needed on this aspect of Charnian geology. The hardened volcanic
dusts have subsequently been cleaved, and are locally known as "homstones".
The summit area of Beacon Hill has fine exposures of these beds dipping in
a general north-easterly direction, but careful measurement of dips in all
the crags shows that the beds are locally folded into a shallow downfold
(syncline) plunging to the east. Joint faces in the rocks of Beacon Hill show
the cleavage refraction (in bands of varying grain size) known as "ripple
cleavage".
From the summit of Beacon Hill, a view can be seen of the whole
geological structure of Chamwood Forest. There is a circular directionfinder here, although certain points to the west are better seen from the O.S.
triangulation point. Items of geological interest in the view will be described
in two concentric circles about the observer, moving in a clockwise direction.

THE VIEW FROM BEACON HILL

Inner circle
An easily-identified starting point for the inner circle is Loughborough
to the north-east, which lies on the alluvial plain of the River Soar, and is
underlain by Triassic deposits (Keuper Marl). These were laid down when
much of the Midlands was under the influence of desert conditions.
Between Loughborough and Beacon Hill, the low wooded ridge of Out
Woods can be seen and it continues southwards to Hangingstone Rocks. This
ridge is formed by rocks of the Brand Series and the Woodhouse beds (part
of the Maplewell Series). They are the youngest of the Precambrian rocks in
Chamwood and are found round the perimeter of the Forest. It was in the
vicinity of Hangingstone Rocks that fossil evidence of Precambrian life was
found a few years ago (specimen in Leicester Museum).
To the south of Loughborough lies the village of Quom, and behind it
across the valley is Barrow-on-Soar, a place of some note geologically. It lies
on Jurassic rocks and, from old limestone quarries in the Lower Lias, fossil
remains of the giant swimming reptile, lchthyosaurus, have been found. A
well-preserved specimen can be seen in Leicester Museum.
To the east, the view is dominated by Buddon Wood, part of the large
intrusion of igneous rock (granodiorite) that is extensively quarried for roadstone at Mountsorrel. The period when this molten mass was intruded has
been dated at 400 million years ago (Devonian). Just to the right of Buddon
Wood is Swithland Reservoir, where there occurs the well-known contact
between the Mountsorrel granodioritic mass and pre-existing rocks.
Unfortunately, the metamorphosed pre-existing rocks at the contact are not
easily accessible.
The ridge which lies in front of Swithland Reservoir starts with Windmill
Hill near Woodhouse Eaves, and continues round to Swithland Woods.
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These again are on slaty rocks of the Brand Series, and in the woods themselves are several old pits from which the once much-used Swithland Slates
were quarried. Many roofs in the district, and indeed further afield, are still
covered with this material. Furthermore, tombstones of this slate, worked
by local craftsmen, can be found in churchyards throughout the county.
The southern end of Swithland Woods is obscured by the nearer height
of Broombriggs, whose rocks are similar to those at Beacon Hill itself. The
next landmark is the tower called "Old John" in Bradgate Park, which will
be visited during the walk. From "Old John" a ridge continues northwestwards to Benscliffe Wood, a complex area of much-faulted Beacon Hill
beds and Felsitic Agglomerate.
The next ridge westwards from the northern end of Benscliffe is that of
the Chitterman Hills which is formed of the same Beacon Hill beds, and
above the point of intersection of these two ridges can be seen the higher
ground around Markfield. This village has given its name to Markfieldite,
a colourful igneous rock (strictly, a granite diorite) that is quarried for
roadstone at Cliffe Hill, Bradgate Hill, and Groby.
Further along the Chitterman ridge, beyond the single radio mast, can
be seen the church tower of Copt Oak, the highest village in the county, and
still further to the right, is the spinney of Birch Hill which is formed of one
of the intrusions of the "porphyroid" group of igneous rocks of north
Charnwood. These are porphyritic andesitic rocks and possibly represent
the sites of the Precambrian volcanoes. These volcanoes probably were in
eruption at the same time as the Beacon Hill beds were deposited. Another
example of this group is found at Bardon Hill, the highest summit in
Leicestershire, easily distinguished by its twin radio masts, which is
immediately behind Birch Hill. Much of Bardon Hill is being quarried away
for roadstone.
We now tum to Timberwood Hill and the tower of Mount St. Bernard's
Monastery. This area is in the Blackbrook Series which contains the earliest
sedimentary rocks of Charnwood, made up of ash and larger volcanic fragments. The high ground behind the Monastery is Spring Hill, where there
is another large quarry in the north Charnwood "porphyroid" rocks.
To the right of the Monastery, and behind the main Charnwood range
can be seen the tip-heaps of Lount Colliery-a reminder that, at a later time,
when Chamwood rocks were already ancient, the Coal Measure swamps of
Carboniferous times (about 300 million years ago) extended around their
north-western fringe.
The next prominent summit is the craggy top of High Sharpley, of
sheared "porphyroid" rocks. This is thought to have been the centre of the
volcanic activity which gave birth to many of the rocks of Cbarnwood Forest.
The last of the main Charnwood summits is Ives Head, still in the
Blackbrook Series, and nearer in the same line, is Whittle Hill where the
Beacon Hill beds are of such fine grain that they have been used for highquality honestones.
Outer Circle
The more distant view again starts in the north, where the smoke of
Nottingham may just be discerned. A little nearer are the hills around
Gotham and East Leake, where drying playa lakes of the Triassic deserts
left rich deposits of mineral salts that form the basis of the local industry of
mining gypsum.
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Further east the prominent skyline feature is Stathem Edge, formed
by the Middle Lias marlstone which is part of the great Jurassic escarpment
extending from the Yorkshire Wolds through the Midlands and the Cotswold
Hills to the South Coast. Further along the skyline, and behind Quom, are
the wooded hills around Walton-on-the-Wolds, where the later Oolitic
Limestone of the Middle Jurassic just comes into Leicestershire.
In the valley below these hills the pyramidal slag heap of Asfordby
Ironworks testifies to the value of the marlstone as a source of iron, which
is quarried in numerous small workings to the north and east of Melton
Mowbray.
,
The marlstone hills continue by Burrough, with its Iron Age fort;
Whatborough Hill, which has a small capping of Oolite; and that most
prominent of east Leicestershire landmarks, Billesdon Coplow. Jurassic rocks
occur right round southwards to Knaptoft and the high ground along the
Welford Road. This is the watershed of England, for streams from this area
either flow by Rivers Soar and Welland to the North Sea, or via Avon and
Severn to the Bristol Channel.
The next feature westward is Croft Hill, one of the interesting group
of igneous rocks in South Leicestershire. These are thought to be of the
same age as the rocks of Mountsorrel, and, like them, are quarried for roadstone. The rocks through which Croft Hill protrudes are the red desert
deposits of the Trias (Keuper Marls). At Croft, these are largely covered by
material of the comparatively recent Pleistocene period when this area was
covered by a great glacial lake, called Lake Harrison. The melt waters from
the glaciers of the Ice Age carried into it thick deposits of sand, silt, and gravel.
The next sector of the distant view is hidden by the high ground of
Charnwood, but the circuit is completed in the north-west, if you are
fortunate, by distant views of the limestone hills of Derbyshire, laid down in
a shallow sea which spread over the area in early Carboniferous times. Much
nearer, Carboniferous Limestone may also be seen at the small hill of
Breedon which has an ancient church on its summit.

THE WALK CONTINUED
Figure 5.
The path from the summit of Beacon Hill continues in a north-westerly
direction, well to the right of the car parks, taking a path skirting a field and
turning, after a short distance, south-westerly through a narrow plantation
to the Shepshed road. Here there is a plaque (locality B in Figure 5) to the
memory of William Rippin, a walker vigilant for infringements of rights of
way. Tum right, and proceed about ¼mile along the road in the direction
of Shepshed till a path on the left is reached opposite a lane from Beacon
Lodge.
The path dips then rises, turning right and then left up the hedgeside,
to emerge on a road beside Charley Chapel. Enter the gate diagonally
opposite and cross the field obliquely to the right, until a track is reached,
which is followed to the left in a south-east direction on the contour of
Bawdon Plantation.
The path has brought us round the former Cattens Plantation to a small
quarry (locality C) now disused. This is in a granitic diorite, similar to the
northern type of diorite of Chamwood, which is well-developed at Newhurst
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Quarry near Shepshed. The little hillock in the plantation testifies to the
relative toughness of the diorite compared with the main rocks of the ridge,
the Blackbrook beds, into which the diorite is intruded. These Blackbrook
beds can be seen in the cattle pond (locality D) just to the south of the
plantation, but bedding cannot be recognised. They are here nearly horizontal, being on the crest of the Chamwood anticline. The summit of the
hill, to the south-west of the track, shows another outcrop of diorite.
The route continues in a south-east direction past Bawdon Castle Farm
to the Woodhouse-Copt Oak Road. This is followed in a westerly direction,
towards Copt Oak, for 300 yards until the Ulverscroft Priory path, on the
left, is reached (signposted).

Figure 6.
The road approximately marks the watershed between the Black Brook
(flowing north-west) and the Ulverscroft Brook (flowing south-east). To the
west is the well-marked Copt Oak ridge (roughly north-west-south-east)
with Birch Hill, an igneous mass of "porphyroid". Its geological relationships
are uncertain as it is an inlier entirely surrounded by Keuper Marls. The
ridge is the inner one on the western limb of the anticline as seen from
Beacon Hill.
The path now follows the Ulverscroft valley to Ulverscroft Priory and
to the Newtown Linford road beyond. Bordering the left (easterly) side of
the valley are Black Hill and Green Hill in the Blackbrook Series, apparently
representing the nose of a pitching anticline, for they are followed at
Benscliffe Wood by Felsitic Agglomerate of the Beacon Hill beds.
The location of the wind-pump just to the north-west of Ulverscroft
Lodge shows that this valley is underlain by Trias sandstones with a relatively
thin cover of Keuper Marl. The pump brings water up from the sandstone
which is here a "natural water tank" with sides and bottom formed of
Blackbrook beds and top of Keuper Marl. This Marl supports the water of
the "Fish Ponds" just before Ulverscroft Priory. The ponds date from the
twelfth century. This valley of Ulverscroft Brook was initially excavated
before, or during, early Trias times out of Blackbrook beds, and then was
filled by Trias sediments. Pre-glacial erosion partly re-excavated this valley,
and during the Pleistocene it was partially refilled with glacial deposits. The
present Ulverscroft Brook is re-excavating it for the third time.
Ulverscroft Priory was founded for Augustinian Canons in n34. The
most conspicuous part is the Perpendicular west tower which has a very big
west window. The church consisted of nave and chancel with a north aisle,
and on the south side was a cloister. The fifteenth-century rectory south of
the cloister can still be recognised and there was a thirteenth-century Parlour
to the east of this with the Prior's lodging over (this is now a private house).
Ulverscroft Priory has seen one of the richest finds of mediaeval tiles in the
county. Some are still in the floor but most are kept in the house.

Figure 7.
The route continues south eastwards along the Newtown Linford road
for ¾mile until the entrance gate for Blakeshay Farm is reached. Benscliffe
ridge behind the farm shows prominent crags of Felsitic Agglomerate. Take
the track opposite the gate and proceed right down it into the meadows
(right-of-way) bordering the brook, following a very indefinite path southeast (downstream) until the stream is crossed by a footbridge where it is
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diverted by a knoll (locality E in figure 7) in the third field. Though no rocks
are exposed, the knoll is probably formed of Slate Agglomerate. Follow the
path round the edge of this knoll, passing the old Ulverscroft Mill
and crossing the strip of woodland, and another stream by a footbridge,
towards Newtown Linford village.
A diversion of a few yards to the left beyond the Mill will lead to an
outcrop ot lichen-covered rock (locality F). W.W. Watts and F. W. Bennett
correlate ttus exposure with the Slate Agglomerate seen near the War
Memonal m Hradgate Park. They infer at this point a tault running
approximately along the course of the Ulverscroft Brook, which brings in a
weage ot Hlackbrook beds on the far side (west) of the valley just followed.
The Hlackbrook rocks cannot be proved here because they are covered by
Triassic marls and alluvium, but they are known to occur in Lea Wood.
The path crosses the field to enter Newtown Linford by a track between
housts. Since leaving the Ulverscroft Mill, the rough outline of a mass of
granitic diorite (Markfieldite) has been in front apparently blocking the
valley. Here, the Ulverscroft Brook turns eastward and crosses the diorite
into Bradgate Park following an old Triassic wadi. Radio-active dating
indicatt!s that these diorites were intruded 680 million years ago. A large part
of the building stone of Newtown Linford is of this diorite.

Figure 8.
The village street is followed to the church and Bradgate Park entered
by the main gate. Crossing the car park, proceed to the inner gate and here
there are two alternative routes: (a) either tum left and follow the path
up-hill direct to the summit of Old John by way of the War Memorial on the
first hill. Alternatively (b) proceed on the level along the road to the ruins
of Bradgate House and there, just before the ruins, turn left and proceed by
the Spinneys direct to the summit. Route (b) is about a mile longer. Old
John is the highest point of Bradgate Park and is marked by an old tower.
Alternative (a). The path begins on the diorite intrusion (which is
exposed in a rather weathered condition in a small quarry (locality Gin Figure
8) to the left and immediately inside the gate), and remains on it about 100
yards past the group of trees marking Tyburn Hill (locality H). Roughly
30 yards from the path on the right, there is a low outcrop of Woodhouse
homstones (locality J). The outcrop is well bedded and dips at about 70°
in a southerlv direction. The boundary between the diorite and the
Woodhouse beds cannot be seen and it may be faulted. Soon a prominent
outcrop of the Woodhouse beds crosses the Ieft-hann branch of the path
where it rises steeply. To the right of this path and on the highest exposed
bedding plane (locality K), there can be seen specimens of Charniodiscus an
inch or two across and showing concentrically arranged corrugations. They
are fossils of a possible floating organism. Please do not hammer these rare
fossils.
On the far side (up-hill) of this outcrop south of the War Memorial, the
Slate Agglomerate may be seen, with its characteristic twisted and cleaved
slate fragments set in a coarse ashy matrix. The inclusions are largest and
commonest at the base, but become more scarce upwards producing a large
"graded" bed. It is thought that the sediments of this thick bed had been
moved by slumping from another area. The similar "grading" (coarser
particles below passing up into finer particles above) of higher beds in the
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series is brought out and emphasized by a curving of the fracture-cleavage
which is well seen on the end of the crag by the path. Proceed to the War
Memorial (Figure 9) over Beacon Hill beds, and pass through a spinney to
Old John tower.
Alternative (b). Following the road by the stream to Bradgate House
ruins, note just behind the stone enclosure on the right before the ruins, how
a meander of the stream is cutting into a Triassic infilling of a wadi in the
diorite (Markfieldite). There is an outcrop of this diorite just below the ruins
(locality L). Proceed up-hill to Old John where there is a direction indicator.

Figure 9.
East of Old John and beyond a small pond, is a crag (locality M in
Figure 9) with an oak tree growing from its northern end. This crag shows
excellent Slate Agglomerate with much slumping and contortion of the
fragments, and is worth a visit if time and energy permit.
From Old John take the path in a northerly direction to the wood at
Hunt's Hill. In the wood, small crags formerly mapped as Slate Agglomerate
by Watts are now thought to be Felsitic Agglomerate (as shown in Figure 1).
Walk through the car-park beyond the wood and join the Shepshed road
(directly opposite the car-park) for about 200 yards, and then take the path
to the right and pass below Ling Hill on your left. This path crosses driftcovered Beacon Hill beds.
After nearly half a mile, cross a road and pass to the left of Roecliffe
Hill which is largely made of Slate Agglomerate. A quarter mile north-northwest of Roecliffe Farm is a dell (locality N) at the right-hand side of the
track with a very poor exposure of Keuper Marl. Being impermeable, the
Keuper Marl discharges ground-water here as a spring. The site of the spring
is seen as a damp hollow with thick grass.

Figure

10.

Follow the path passing Maplewell Farm on your left and come out onto
the Maplewell Road to Woodhouse Eaves. Turn right and after a quarter
mile on the road tum sharply left (north-westwards) onto Mill Road towards
Windmill Hill.
Oimbing Windmill Hill involves a short detour and is worth making.
From the hill, over 500 feet high, there are good views over the Soar valley
to the east and Charnwood Forest to the west and south.
Immediately below the Windmill on the south-west and south sides are
outcrops of the Beacon Hill beds. The dips of these beds varies from 30°
N.E. in the south, to 50° in the west, and they consist of cleaved greyish
blue volcanic ashes (tuft's). Characteristic white weathering of the· beds is
seen on the footpath descending the hill, where the outcrops also show
coarse and fine grained bands.
When Watts mapped the area, he called the rock which passes through
the summit of Windmill Hill, Slate Agglomerate. Immediately north of the
Windmill, however, the prominent outcrop (locality P) is of ignimbrite about
15 feet thick. This rock is a welded tuff containing flattened pumice
fragments ½ inch long and small pink felsitic masses. It formed from a
glowing avalanche such as engulfed St. Pierre, in the West Indies, during the
1902 eruption of Mount Pelee. No bedding is visible. There are also small
ribs of this rock adjacent to the Windmill. About 50 yards away, down-hill
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on the north side, are small scattered outcrops of the Woodhouse beds which
consist of blue-weathering, grey, slaty, highly-cleaved rocks.
From Windmill Hill, return to the track and proceed, still in a northwesterly direction, to the Beacon Road. Tum left up the road for a short
distance until on the right-hand (northerly) side of the road a path is seen
leading into the Beacon Hill parkland.
About 100 yards inside the park on the left-hand side of the footpath
is a good outcrop of the Beacon Hill beds. Here about 30 feet of cleaved
bluish grey tuffs with prominent coarse and fine grained bands are expoc;ed
(locality Q). This banding appears to represent grading bedding, each graded
bed having coarse material at the bottom which decreases in grain-size
upwards to fine material at the top. White weathering which is characteristic
of the Beacon Hill beds is seen in the fine-grained parts. Some pinkish-white
quartz veins are seen cutting the tuffs which dip at 40° E.S.E. These beds
are similar in part to those at the summit of Beacon Hill.
The car-park and finishing point for the walk lies about a quarter of a
mile in a north-east direction.

GLOSSARY
Acid igneous rock, igneous rock such as granite with much quartz (i.e. silica content
more than 65%).
Alluvium, sediments laid down in river-beds, flood-plains, and lakes.
Andesite, dark coloured, fine grained igneous rock of intermediate chemical composition (i.e. silica = 55-65%).
i
Anticline, an upfold or arch of the rocks.
Bed (bedded, bedding), occurrence in strata and resulting from consolidated
sediments.
Carboni/erous, the period from 350 to 270 million years ago. The "Age of Coal"
Charnian, the Precambrian rocks of Charnwood Forest.
·
Cleavage (cleaved), a splitting of rocks along parallel surfaces controlled by the
orientation of minute flaky minerals.
Cleavage refraction, a bending of the cleavage as it passes from one bed to another.
Current bedding, bedding, often lying at irregular low angles, formed under the
influence of strong currents of water or wind.
Devonian, the period from 400 to 350 million years ago. The "Age of Fishes"
Diorite, similar to andesite but coarse-grained.
Dip, the angle between the plane of the bedding and the horizontal.
Drift, rock debris which has been transported by glaciers.
Fault, a break or shear in rocks with observable displacement.
Felsitic Agg!omerate, a coarse textured sedimentary Charnian rock characterized
by the presence of fragments of rhyolite (a fine-grained acid igneous rock).
Fracture cleavage, a close-joint cleavage developed when the rock breaks under
shearing stress. Not dependent on mineral orientation.
Granitic diorite, a diorite with more quartz and potash feldspar (an aluminium
silicate) than usual.
Granodiorite, a granite-like intrusive igneous rock, but usually with more mica
and less potash feldspar.
Igneous, formed by solidification from a molten state.
Ignimbrite, a tuff which is welded together at the time of deposition by the
coalescence of the hot glassy fragments.
Inlier, an area of older rocks surrounded by younger rocks.
Intrude (intrusive), penetration of molten igneous rock into or between other rocks.
1urassic, the period from 180 to 135 million years ago. The "Age of Reptiles".
Keuper, the upper division of the Triassic period.
Lias, the lower division of the Jurassic period.
Limestone, a sedimentary rock composed of calcium carbonate.
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Loess, a wind blown deposit of fine yellowish material produced by the grinding
action of glaciers.
Mark/ieldite, a local term for granite-diorite.
Marl, calcareous clay.
Metamorphism, the process of alteration of a rock through the agency of heat
and/or pressure.
Oolitic, generally applied to limestones which consist of small concretions, analagous
to the roe of a fish.
Outcrop, the actual exposure of a rock at the surface of the ground.
Pitch, the inclination of a fold in rocks along its axis.
Playa, a temporary lake such as occurs in arid regions.
Pleistocene, the period up to one million years ago the "Ice Age",
Podzol, highly leached white to grey soil.
Porphyroid, a term applied in Charnwood Forest to andesitic rocks containing
large crystals of quartz and feldspar.
Precambrian, the era before the Cambrian, i.e. older than 600 million years.
Pyroclastic, fragmental rocks produced from volcanoes, e.g. ash, tulf.
Quartz, a clear crystalline mineral formed entirely of silica.
Radio.;zctive dating, a method of dating rocks by determining the potassium-argon
ratio.
Sandstone, a sedimentary rock composed of detrital quartz grains.
Sedimentary, formed of material derived by erosion of pre-existing rocks of organic
agencies, and laid down in water or air.
Slate Agglomerate, a coarse textured sedimentary Charnian rock characterized by
the presence of fragments of slate.
Subaerial, formed, produced, or deposited in the open air, not under water.
Syncline, a downfold or trough in rock beds.
Triassic, the period from 225 to 180 million years ago. The "Age of Aridity".
T11//, a fine-grained pyroclastic rock.
Wadi, a water course, dry except in tlie rainy season.
M. J. Le B.

THE LICHENS OF BRADGATE PARI(,
LEICESTERSHIRE
by

D. L. HAWKSWORTH and P.R. WALPOLE
INTRODUCTION
Bradgate Park is a public open space of some 848 acres lying five miles
north-west of Leicester. It is on the eastern border of that part of Leicestershire known as the Charnwood Forest, an area characterised by the
outcropping of Pre-Cambrian rocks. The Charnwood Forest forms District
V in the botanical divisions of Leicestershire used in Horwood and
Gainsborough (1933) and Leicestershire and Rutland together form the
Watsonian vice-county 55.
Bradgate Park has been a deer-park for at least seven hundred years
(Potter, 1842) and became a public open space in 1928, when it was presented
to the city and county of Leicester by Mr. Charles Bennion. A prominent
feature are the old stag-headed oaks, Quercus robur L., scattered throughout the Park but especially numerous on the deeper soils towards the southern
end. Much of the Park is covered with bracken, Pteridium aquilinum (L.)
Kuhn, which occurs on all but the thinnest soils. Comparison of aerial
photographs taken at intervals over the last two decades indicates that it is
not increasing in extent.
Though small in area the Park has a very varied topography. From
the stream by the Newtown Linford entrance at 370 ft. the ground rises
steeply to the north, reaching 630 ft. at Old John Tower. From this point the
Park slopes more gently to the south-east, apart from occasional rocky outcrops, to the margins of Cropston Reservoir.
A detailed account of the geology of the Park may be found in Watts
(1947). Basically the rocks consist of a sedimentary series of Pre-Cambrian
age and igneous intrusions of similar age flanked by the soft ferruginous
Keuper Marl laid down in Triassic times. The Pre-Cambrian sedimentary
rocks are all slightly acidic and there is little chemical difference between
the different beds. The oldest and hardest are members of the Maplewell
Series, much faulted volcanic tuffs and grits which form the white-weathering
outcrops in the north and east of the Park . To the south-east there are fewer
outcrops and these are of the intrusive rock, Markfieldite.
The average annual rainfall in the Park varies from 26.75 ins. in the
Lin valley to an estimated 29.7 ins. at Old John Tower (E. A. Bonser, pers.
comm.). The prevailing winds are from the south-west, these occurring
21.5% of the time, and the next commonest type are the north-easterlies
which occur 7% of the time.
Atmospheric pollution, as throughout much of the Midlands, is considerable, though in view of the prevailing winds its source is probably the
west Midlands rather than Leicester. No figures are available for the Park
itself, but those of the nearest sampling station, on the roof of the Town Hall
in the centre of Leicester, grid ref. SK 586043, may be taken as indicative of
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general trends in the area. Readings for 1950 an·d 1963 are summarised in
Table 1.

13.29

Total insoluble
deposits
17.57

Total soluble
deposits
6.49

Total
deposits
24.06

6.33

8.87

7.31

16.18

Year

Tar

Soot

Ash

1950

0.22

4.06

1963

0.08

2.46

TABLE 1; Atmospheric pollution (expressed as tons per square mile)
It can be seen that insoluble deposits halved in the intervening thirteen years
while soluble deposits slightly increased. However the increased working of
the Bradgate, Cliffe Hill and Groby quarries south and west of the Park may
have made a considerable contribution to insoluble deposits locally despite
the general decrease. Sulphur dioxide measured by the Lead Dioxide Candle
at Westcotes, grid ref. SK 572039, gave an average of 1.13 mgms. per 100 sq.
ems. per day in 1963.
The lichens of the Park were studied in the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries by a number of workers, including the Rev. A Bloxam,
the Rev. H.P. Reader and A. R. Horwood. Horwood (1907a) drew attention
to the disappearance of cryptogams from Leicestershire due to deforestation
and to the increase of atmospheric pollution consequent on industrialisation.
The work of these earlier botanists is summarised by Sowter (1950). More
recent contributions to knowledge of the lichen flora of the Park have been
made by Sowter and by A. E. Wade on visits to his native county. We are
grateful to the latter for a number of hitherto unpublished records.
A list of the published records of lichens for the Park was contributed
by M. Walpole to a report on the natural history of the area published by
the Loughborough Naturalists' Club (1962). It includes some species
thought to be long extinct in the area and omits a number of common species
stated by Sowter and other authors to occur throughout the Chamwood
Forest.
LIST OF SPECIES
The species are listed in the order of Watson (1953) but the nomenclature is that of James (1965). Unless otherwise credited, localities and
comments on habitat, distribution and abundance are those of the authors,
based on extensive field work done during 1964 and 1965. Localities for rare
or interesting species are given six or eight figure grid references. Bradgate
Park is contained within the following one kilometre grid squares: SK 5209,
5309, 5210, 5310, 5410, 5211, 5311 and 5411.
The following symbols and abbreviations have been used:

* New record for the area

+

Not seen by the authors, possibly overlooked

t Presumed extinct

AB
DIH
HPR
FAS
AEW

Rev. A. Bloxam
D. I. Hughes
Rev. H.P. Reader
F. A. Sowter
A. E. Wade
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The location of herbarium specimens is indicated by the following
abbreviations in bold type:
BM British Museum (Natural History)
BU Bristol University
DLH D. L. Hawksworth
LM Leicester Museum
LU Leicester University
FAS F. A. Sowter
+ Parmelia furfuracea (L. Ach. On rocks, AB in Mott (1886).
P. glabratula (Lamy.) Nyl. ssp. fuliginosa (Fr. ex Duby) Laund.
Occasional on rocks and walls. Laundon (1965) refers to the
occurrence of this species in the Charnwood Forest and has
recorded it in Bradgate Park (pers. comm.). LM.
P. prolixa (Ach.) Carr. Rare, on rocks. SK 532100, 1964, AEW; on tree,
SK 524099. FAS (1950). FAS.
+ P. caperata (L.) Ach. AB in Honvood (1909).
P. conspersa (Ehrh.) Ach. Occasional on walls. 1964, AEW. FAS
(1950). LM.
P. saxatilis (L.) Ach. Common on rocks and walls, occasional on base
of trees. LM.
P. sulcata Tayl. Local on old oaks at SK 524099. LM.
P. physodes (L.) Acb. Common on old oaks, occasional on walls. 1964,
AEW.LM.
P. tubulosa (Schaer.) Bitt. Occurs with P. physodes.
Cetraria glauca (L.) Ach. Widespread on boles of trees, but showing the
effect of pollution (browning of the margins of the thallus) and
probably decreasing. 1918, AEW. LM.
C. chlorophylla Willd. Rare, on rocks and walls. FAS (1950). LM.
Cornicularia aculeata (Schreb.) Schaer. Locally common on the ground.
LM.
* Lecanora dispersa (Pers.) Sommer£. £.albescens Laundon. On brick,
Bradgate House. 1964, AEW.
L. muralis (Schreb.) Schaer. Frequent on rocks and walls. LM.
L.badia(Pers.)Ach. Rare,onrocks. 1964,AEW. FAS (1950).FAS.
L. campestris (Schaer). Hue. Locally abundant, as at SK 524098.
* L. gangaleoides Nyl. On wall at Hallgates, 1960, AEW.
L. atra (Huds.) Ach. Very common on rocks and walls. The commonest
saxicole in the Park, showing a thallus up to 7 mm. thick. LM.
L. conizaeoides Nyl. ex Crom b. Common on trees and palings, occasional
on walls. A pollution tolerant species (Brightam, 1960), which
is now much more frequent than old records and specimens in
herbaria indicate. LM.
·
L. intricata Ach. var. soralifera Suza Occasional on rocks and walls,
1964, AEW. Laundon (1960) refers to the abundance of this
species in the Charnwood Forest and has recorded it in Bradgate
Park. (pers. comm.).
L. rupicola (L.) Zahl. Frequent on walls. 1964, AEW. LM.
L. gibbosa Nyl. Rare, on wall. Confirms an old record. LM.
Aspicilia cinerea (Ach.) Krb. Occasional on walls, FAS (1950). Only
known from one other locality in vc. 55. FAS.
Ochrolechia parella (L.) Arn. Occasional on rocks and walls.
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On old oaks at SK 524099, 1964, AEW. New record
for vc. 55.
Lecidea scalaris Ach. Rare on shaded parts of old oaks. LM.
L. lucida (Ach.) Th. Fr. Local on mortar of wall of enclosure at
SK 532100; 1964, AEW. LM.
* L. coarctata Ny!. Rare on harder rocks. LM.
L. granulosa Ach. Occasional on the ground, FAS (1950); rarely
lignicolous. FAS, LM.
L. uliginosa Ach. On peaty ground, 1964, AEW; rarely lignicolous. LM.
L. macrocarpa (DC.) Stead. Widespread on rocks and walls. LM.
[L. cinereotra Ach. This species bas been erroneously recorded for
Britain (James, 1965), and the specimen cited by Sowter (1950) from
Bradgate Park has now been determined by James as L. crustulata
(Ach.) Krb. A specimen from Bradgate Park collected by H. P.
Reader and in the Herbarium of the British Museum (Natural
History) (Sowter, op. cit.) has not been traced.]
L. crustulata (Ach.) Krb. f. fuscella Mudd. On rocks, 1943, FAS. LU
+ L. fuscoatra (L.) Ach. On rocks, 1941, FAS. LU, LM.
* Pertusaria corallina (L.) Th. Fr. Rare on Wall; 1964, AEW.
Acarospora fuscata (Schrad.) Th. Fr. Frequent on rocks and walls,
accompanied by f. flavescens Magnusson. LM.
t Ramalina calicaris (L.) Fr. 1886, HPR. BU.
t R. farinacea (L.) Ach. AB in Horwood (1904).
+ Toninia aromatica (Sm.) Mass. On mortar and soil, FAS (1950).
? * Haematomma coccineum (Dicks.) Krb. Damp, shaded rock, rare. A
poor, sterile specimen with thamnolic acid but lacking the margin
of the thallus to confirm the identification (P. W. James, pers.
comm.). If correctly identified this is a new record for v.c. 55. LM.
t Lecanactis premnea (Ach.) Wedd. AB in Potter (1842).
+ L. abietina (Ach.) Krb. Rare, on trees, AB in Mott (1886), FAS (1950).
FAS.
Xanthoria parietina (L.) Th. Fr. Rare on trees, occasional on walls.
LM.
X. aureola (Ach.) Erichs. Common in nitrophilous habitats e.g. Deer
Barn. LM.
+ X candelaris (L.) Th. Fr. On tree, 1918, AEW. LM. (poor specimen).
* Caloplaca decipiens (Arn.) Leight. Rare on walls at SK 535101, 1964,
AEW. Only known from one other locality in v.c. 55.
* C heppiana (Mill!. Arg.) Zahl. Rare, on wall at SK 535102, 1964, AEW.
* C. citrina (Hoff.) Mass. Rare on walls and motar, SK 535102, 1964,
AEW. LM.
+ C. ferrugineum (Hurls.) Trevis var. festivum (Ach.) Mudd. On rocks.
HPR,BM.
t C vitellinula (Ny!.) Oliv. On wall, FAS (1950). FAS.
Protoblastenia rupestris (Scop.) Steiner. Locally abundant on mortar,
as at SK 531099. LM.
Candelariella vitellina (Ehrh.) Mull. Arg. Common on rocks and mortar,
LM.
Physcia grisea (Lam.) Zahl. Local, on walls.
+ P. tenella (Scop.) DC. em. Bilt. AB in Mott (1886).
P. orbicularis (Neck.) D. T. & S. Rare, on mortar, Bradgate House.
LM.
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Buellia canescens (Dicks.) de Not. Locally on brickwork at SK 531099.
LM.
+ B. aethalea (Acb.) Tb. Fr. On rocks, FAS (1950).
+ B. colludens (Nyl.) Arn. On rocks, 1909, HPR. BM.
Rhizocarpon geographicum (L.) DC. Common on the Pre-Cambrian
rocks and more frequent on higher areas. LM.
* Umbilicaria polyphylla (L.) Baumg. Very !-'8re, on rocks at SK 52630994.
Overgrown with algae and probably decreasing. Only known from
one other locality in v.c. 55. LM.
U. pustulata (L.) Hoffm. SK 542108, 1963, DIH; locally abundant on
rocks, especially at SK 53241122. Apparently increasing. FAS
(1960). FAS, LM, DLH.
Diploschistes scruposus (L). Norm. Frequent on rocks and walls. FAS
(1950).
+ f. parasiticus (Somm.) Zahl. On Cladonia, on wall, FAS (1950). FAS.
Phlyctis argena (Acb.) Krb. Frequent on older trees.
Cladonia impexa Harm. Occasional on peaty ground and tops of walls.
C. pocillum (Ach.) Fr. Frequent on the ground.
C. chlorophaea Flk. Occasional on the ground.
C. fimbriata (L.) Fr. Locally abundant on the ground. LM.
+ f. denticulata (Flk.) B. de Lesd. 1940, FAS. LU.
+ f. prolifera Acb. 1940, FAS. LU.
* C. pityrea (Flk.) Fr. Rare, on ground at SK 53531032. The only recent
record of this species for v.c. 55.
* C. cervicornis (Ach.) Schaer. Rare, on the ground. The third locality
for this species in v.c. 55.
C. furcata (Huds.) Schrad. Occasional on the ground and tops of walls.
f. corymbosa Nyl. Occasional. LM.
C. rangiformis Hoffm. var. foliosa (Flk.) Wain. Very rare, on the ground.
LM.
C. cocci/era (L.) Willd. Common on the ground.
C. macilenta Hoffm. Common on bases of trees, occasional on the
ground, rarely on walls. LM.
+ C. polydactyla (Florke) Spreng. On the ground, FAS (1950). FAS.
* C. floerkeana Fr. var. carcata (Nyl.) Wain. Rare, on the ground at
SK 531110. Only the third record for this species in v.c. 55. LM.
* Cystocoleus niger (Huds.) Harlot. Occasional, on shaded rocks. A new
record for v.c. 55. LM.
Peltigera canina (L.) Willd. Amongst mosses at SK 52930970. LM.
* P. spuria DC. Amongst mosses at Bradgate House. Last recorded for
District V of v.c. 55 by AB in Mott (1886). LM, DLH.
+ Leptogium schraderi (Bemh.) Nyl. Old wall, Dimindale, 1942, FAS
(1950).
Collema crispum (Huds.) G. H. Web. Locally common on shaded walls.
LM.
Opegrapha rufescens Pers. Rare on old oaks at SK 123099. LM.
+ O. lyncea (Sm.) Borr. On the bark of trees, AB in Sowter (1950).
Calcium abietinum Pers. Very rare on old trees. Seen only at
SK 123099 but possibly overlooked. FAS (1950).
.
+ Chaenotheca chrysocephala (Acb.) Th. Fr. On old oak, FAS (1950).
FAS.
Cyphelium inquinans (Sm.) Trev. Occasional on old palings. LM.
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+ Dermatocarpon fluviatile (Web.) Th. Fr.

+

Seen in stream at SK 522101
by many collectors (AEW, FAS (1950), FAS), but this stream was
cleared in Spring 1965. Only known from one other locality in
v.c.55.
.
V errucaria aethiobola Wahlenb. var. submersa (Schaer.) Wats. Locally
common in uncleared streams near SK 522103. FAS (1950). FAS,
LM.
V. viridula (Schrad.) Ach. Frequent on walls and mortar. LM.
V. macrostoma DC. On wall, FAS (1950).
V. muralis Ach. On calcareous mortar, locally abundant, as at Bradgate
House. LM.
Lepraria incana (L.) Ach. Locally abundant on soil and shaded rocks.
ECOLOGICAL NOTES

1.

Saxicoles.

As will be evident from the species list, the rocks and walls show the
most varied lichen flora. The walls are generally of the same rock type as
the nearest outcrop and as mentioned above, all the Pre-Cambrian rock types
are slightly on the acid side of neutrality. The lichen flora on two sections
of wall may be taken as typical of these Pre-Cambrian rocks and figures for
percentage cover obtained from walls of similar rock type and age but
differing aspect are shown in Table II. The percentage cover was calculated
from eight hundred point quadrats on each wall, placed by the method of
random numbers as described by Kershaw (1964).
Nat. Grid Ref.
Aspect

...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...

Bare rock
... ...
Algae ...
... ...
Lecanora atra
... ... ...
L. conizaeoides
... ... ...
L. gibbosa
... ... ... ...
L. intricata var. soralifera
... ...
L. muralis
... ... ... ...
Aspicilia cinerea
...
Lecidea cmsw!ata
... ... ...
L. macrocarpa
...
Acarospora fuscata
... ... ...
Diploschistes scn1poms
...
Rhizocarpon geographiC!lm
...
Collema crispum
Cystocoleus niger
... ... ...
Lepraria incana
Total lichen cover
Number of species

...

...

...

...

...

...

...
...
...
...
...

...

...
...

SK52551156
South

SK52241112

% cover

% cover

39.6
5.08
23.1
1.3

51.12
6.32
14.75
3.0
0.37
15.2
0.5
3.5
3.0

-

13.5
3.1

-

0.38
0.62
6.36
5.6
o.86

-

0.5
55.32
10

East

r.o

0.5

-

0.12
0.62
42.56
II

Table II. Lichen flora on walls of differing aspects, expressed as
percentage cover. Dry stone walls of undressed metamorphic Pre-Cambrian rocks from the Beacon Beds.
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Walls with an easterly aspect were generally found to support the
greatest number of species, although the total percentage cover was almost
invariably found to be greatest on those with a southerly aspect. Since the
latter are more exposed to the sun and prevailing winds, it seems probable
that more lichen propagules are blown onto the surface of south-facing walls
and that better growing conditions result from the higher degree of illumination. Walls with northerly and westerly aspects had relatively low values for
total percentage lichen cover and larger amounts of algae.
The communities on walls with southerly and easterly aspects were
found to be approximately uniform throughout the Park, though there are a
large number of species which occur occasionally, apparently at random.
The statement by Sowter (1950) that these walls support an apparently
closed association is borne out by our observations.
Most of the walls are of the dry stone type, but where they have been
pointed the calcareous mortar allows a luxuriant growth of Verrucaria muralis
and Candelariella vitellina.
There is a marked difference in percentage lichen cover on stone and
brick walls correlated with which are noticeable differences in growth habit
and size of plants, those on brick being much smaller. These differences are
probably due to the rapid rate of weathering of brick as compared with the
stone, which does not allow a closed community to be set up. A typical
stretch of the calcareous brickwork of Bradgate. House has, in addition to
the two species mentioned above, Lecanora albescens, Caloplaca heppiana,
Collema crispum and V errucaria viridula.
Few saxicole species show individual habitat preferences, but Parmelia
saxatilis is more abundant on the coarser-grained Markfieldite outcrops in the
south-east of the Park and in locations rich in bird droppings Xantlioria
parietina abounds. The golden growth on the copings and slate roof of the
Deer Barn is of this latter species.
Aquatics.
The only aquatic species found was V errucaria aethiobola var. submersa,
which appears to show a preference for hard rocks near the surface of fast
flowing streams. It was not found in the River Lin.
2.

3.

Corticoles.
The number of corticolous species is considerable but most are rare in
occurrence. By far the richest flora is shown by the old oaks, a phenomenon
which may be partly related to their bark, which is only mildly acid and may
approach neutrality with age, thus providing an ideal habitat for many species.
The pair of old oaks in Bowling Green Spinney (SK 53071047) may be taken
as typical and percentage cover figures for their bark are as follows: Parmelia
physodes 9%, P. tubulosa 3%, P. sulcata 3.5%, Cetraria glauca 1.5%,
Lecanora conizaeoides 15%, Phlyctis argena 5% and algae and uncolonised
bark together 62%. The percentage cover of Cetraria glauca is rather small
compared with that on old oaks at a lower altitude in the Park, as at the
Newtown Linford entrance. The difference may well be due to pollution
effects being more pronounced in the higher parts of the Park, as it is thought
that the bottoms of narrow valleys are frequently protected by virtue of their
topography from blanket pollution. Certainly this species showed signs of
being affected by pollution.
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In the lower parts of the Park which are less exposed to the prevailing
winds, the bases of the older trees show considerable develc;,pment of species
of Cladonia with persistent primary thalli, particularly C. macilenta.
The absence of Evernia prunastri (L.) Ach. from the old oaks deserves
special mention as it is very common on trees of similar age in areas with
less atmospheric pollution e.g. Carmarthenshire. A well-known corticolous
genus also conspicuous by its absence is Usnea, almost certainly now extinct
in Leicestershire (Sowter, 1950) as probably in most Midland counties.
The lichen flora on trees with more acid barks than the oaks is very poor.
This is the case with the large specimens of the Chile pine, Araucaria
araucana (Molina) C. Koch, and Cedar of Lebanon, Cedrus libani A. Rich,
planted over a hundred years ago not far from the Newtown Linford entrance
to the Park. The contrast between the few small patches of Lecanora
conizaeoides they support and the rich flora of the adjacent oaks is most
striking. The specimens of Pinus sylvestris L. in Deer Park Spinney show a
similarly poor lichen flora.
Palings in the Park are maintained in such a way that little development
of lichens is possible. Old gateposts frequently show Lecanora conizaeoides
and L. atra, Lecidea granulosa and Lecidea uliginosa occurred together on a
portion of debarked tree.

4. T erricoles.
Since bracken dominates about two-thirds of the Park suitable habitat
for terricolous species is somewhat limited. Despite this a large number of
species do occur, although they are mainly confined to the edges of paths,
streamsides, the tops of walls and the more open areas around the rocky
outcrops.
The Peltigeraceae are poorly represented in the Park as compared with
the rest of the Chamwood Forest. Habitats apparently suitable for the
growth of Peltigera polydactyla (Neck.) Harm. and P. rufescens (Weis.)
Hoffm. do occur around the rocky outcrops but they suffer from trampling
both by the public and deer. As this genus shows relatively poor powers of
recovery after damage and the records of P. canina and P. spuria are from
rather inaccessible localities, trampling might well be the factor responsible
for its rarity.
5.

General comments.
In the more shaded parts of the Park lichens seem to suffer heavily
from overgrowth by algae, particularly species of Pleurococcus. The total
percentage lichen cover varies inversely to that of the algal cover when one
moves from dry and exposed habitats to damp and shaded ones.

SUMMARY
In the course of field work between October 1964 and June 1965 the
authors found material of sixty-seven species, for fifteen of which there
were no previous published records for the area. They were unable to
confirm records for a further seventeen species and four others must now be
regarded as extinct.
The ecology of these lichens is discussed. The list is a surprisingly
large one for an area subject to the degree of atmospheric pollution Bradgate
Park suffers and the study may be regarded as one of the more pollution
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tolerant species. The contrast between the list and those of the species of
less heavily polluted areas is striking. For an example see Wade (1958).
It should be noted however that many of the species present occur in very
small quantities and some are frequently scarcely determinable. It is to be
hoped that the capping of walls, pointing of brickwork, clearing of streams,
further deforestation and other similar activities will not hasten the decline
of many of the rarer species as has occurred in many other parts of Leicestershire in the last fifty years (Sowter, 1960).
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A REVIEW OF THE CORRELATION OF
THE LINCOLNSHIRE LIMESTONE
(INFERIOR OOLITE)
by

P.E.KENT
I INTRODUCTION
II SUB-DIVISION AND INTERNAL CORRELATION
I. The Humber to Kirton Lindsay
2.
Kirton to Spital-in-the-Street
3. The Lincoln District
4. The Ancaster District
5. Grantham to Stamford
6. Stamford to Kettering
III THE DATING OF THE LINCOLNSHIRE LIMESTONE

ABSTRACT
The paper reviews the past usage of the names of sub-divisions of the
Lincolnshire Limestone, commenting particularly on those cases where there has
been conflict between different authors. Present evidence of internal correlation is
quoted, and the broader relationship of the formation to the standard Inferior Oolite
zonal sequence of southern England is discussed on the evidence of the few available
ammonites.

I INTRODUCTION
The sheet memoirs of the Geological Survey accompanying the original
One-Inch mapping of the East Midlands described the available sections in
the Lincolnshire Limestone and J. W. Judd (1875) placed it correctly in the
Inferior Oolite. The monographing of the molluscan faunas by W. H.
Hudleston (1888) led to tentative suggestions on correlation, but it was many
years later before indentification of ammonites by S.S. Buckman (1911) and
subsequently by L. F. Spath provided a firm basis for zonal dating of the
lower part (Kent and Baker 1938). The next contributions to description of
the formation were provided by Linsdall Richardson in reports of excursions
of the Geologists Association (1938, 1939a, 1939b, 1940) and by the present
writer (1941). Dr. H. M. Muir-Wood made an important contribution to
internal correlation by description of new brachiopods from the limestone
(1939, 1952). More recently Hollingworth and Taylor (1952) and Taylor
(1963) have described in detail the section in the Ironstone Field of northern
Northamptonshire, including detailed fossil lists using modern nomenclature.
A review of local names made for the Lexicon of Stratigraphy (1963)
brought to light the considerable variation in the usage of sub-divisional
nomenclature which is discussed below. This is followed by consideration of
available evidence of dating of the whole formation.
The generous loan of unpublished Mid-Lincolnshire sections by Mr.
Linsdall Richardson, F.R.S.E., has helped materially in the final stages of
this review and is gratefully acknowledged.
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II SUB-DMSION AND INTERNAL CORRELATION
The review is arranged in areas from north to south, and the accompanying diagram (Fig. 1) shows the varying usage over the ninety years since
detailed work began on the formation.
The Humber to Kirton Lindsay
In the north there has been general agreement on division of the
Lincolnshire Limestone into an upper part, the thick bedded oolites of the
Hibaldstow Beds, and a lithologically varied lower part of which the naming
has differed with different authors. The Hibaldstow Beds present no major
problems; they are Iithologically equivalent to the Ancaster Beds of the south
(with qualifications noted below), but this equivalence may involve an
element of diachronism.
The sub-divisions of the Lower Lincolnshire Limestone have been
grouped together as Kirton Beds by the writer (1941) and by the Geological
Survey (Wilson 1948, Fig. 9). The term, as originally used by the Geological
Survey (Ussher 1890), included the shale beds beneath the Hibaldstow Beds,
the Cementstones and some unnamed oolitic beds beneath. The shale was
referred to as Kirton Shale (Kent 1941, 1953) and as Kirton Cement Shale
(Wilson 1948). It excluded the Santon Oolite (Cross 1875) at the base in
the Scunthorpe district, and also 'beds of Raventhorpe type' a little further
south together with the underlying Hydraulic Limestone. The latter term
is here used in the. Yorkshire sense, but a few miles south is applied to
entirely higher beds. To avoid confusion it will be referred to as the "Basal
Hydraulic Limestone" in the following pages. The last two were included
together with what are now Lower Estuarine and Dogger as 'Basement Beds'.
As the series at least as far down as the Basal Hydraulic Limestone is marine,
and as the regional facies variation of the whole Inferior Oolite involves a
northerly decrease in marine influence, the grouping of the members above
the Lower Estuarine beds with the Lincolnshire Limestone cycle of
deposition is the more logical arrangement. The name Raventhorpe Beds
was revived for the shaly and oolitic development down the Basal Hydraulic
Limestone by the present writer (1948), without knowledge that Wilson
(loc. cit.) was at the same time reviving the name Santon Beds for what may
be the equivalent horizon further north. Including the names as modified
by Wilson the Kirton Beds thus include:
4. Kirton Cement Shale (Kirton Shale of Kent 1941, 1953)
3. Kirton Cementstones (Cementstones of Ussher, Richardson
and others)
2. Santon Oolite and Raventhorpe Beds
1. Basal Hydraulic Limestone
1.

In addition the diagrammatic section by Wilson cited above shows a thin
additional member between the Basal Hydraulic Limestone and the Lower
Estuarine, but no description of this has yet been published.
Some difference of interpretation has arisen from the use of the
Acanthothiris crossi bed for correlation in north Lincolnshire. In the south
of the county this is usually a thin, well-defined marker bed to which the
index fossil is confined. In the north however, as Dr. Muir-Wood recorded
(1952, p. 117) the index fossil occurs in the top bed of the Kirton Cementstones, in the Kirton Cement Shale and commonly also in the basal bed of
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the upper oolitic limestones. (The last is included in the Hibaldstow Beds
as mapped, but is an oolite with an argillaceous matrix contrasting with the
· pure oolites above, and represents a transition from the underlying elastic
sediments). This is a total range through 15-20 feet of varied beds, and it is
not immediately obvious which part represents the Grossi bed of the south.
For reasons quoted later it is now thought that the top bed of the Cementstones is the equivalent of the southern Grossi bed, and that the other
occurrences represent a local upward extension of the range of A. crossi.
Dr. Muir-Wood (1952) also identified in the Cement Shale at Kirton the
small brachiopods Parvirhynchia kirtonensis M-W and Zeilleria wilsfordensis
M-W., which occur elsewhere in a thin bed lying between the Cementstones
and the basal part of the Ancaster Freestone at Wilsford. This implies a
correlation of the Kirton Shale with post-crossi beds of the south which was
accepted by Richardson (1940) and Wilson (1948). As shown below this
correlation is valid for the basal ten feet of the Ancaster Freestone (which
includes the Wilsford Coral Bed) but not apparently for higher horizons.
2.

Kirton to Spital-in-the-Street

Near Spital some confusion was caused in the early surveys by the
absence of recognisable Hibaldstow Beds (Ussher 1888), and the three subdivisions which were then identified can now be shown to be equivalent to
the Kirton Beds. The names, now obsolete, were as follows:
c. Grey Limestones
b. Semi-Oolitic beds (argillaceous limestone or calcilutite with
scattered ooliths)
a. Hydraulic Limestones
The 'Hydraulic Limestones' of Spital were specifically stated to be not the
same as the Basal Hydraulic Limestone further north in Sheet 86. (The latter
was in fact found in 1964 to occur as a thin bed below the basal "Blue Beds"
in the Spital area also, dying out near Glentworth.) Both they and the SemiOolitic Beds may be equivalent to the Little Ponton Beds of the south, and
with the Grey Limestones above are likely to be the equivalent of the Kirton
Cementstones as developed further north at Kirton. On thickness evidence
and general relationships the vertical range of the calcilutite (Cementstone)
fades thus appears to be greater than that of the Cementstones from Lincoln
southwards, and the "Semi-Oolitic" beds may perhaps be regarded as a stage
in the downward transgression of the lithological boundary. The Cementstones are thus probably diachronous basally. Acanthothiris crossi Beds
were seen in poor exposures at outcrop near Spital to be the highest level
beneath the transgressive Great Oolite series (Kent 1941), proving an
absence of the Hibaldstow Beds which was confirmed firstly by a boring at
Glentham and again in 1945 by the oil-boring Spital No. 1, which reached
the Grossi Beds directly beneath thin Upper Estuarine clays. More recently
(1964) the relationships have been studied in excellent exposures in a major
pipe trench across the outcrop, and the Upper Estuarine seen to rest on an
eroded remnant of the uppermost Grossi horizon, locally reaching the Kirton
Cement Shale beneath.

3. The Lincoln District
Near Lincoln the Lincolnshire Limestone still has the Hibaldstow Beds
as the upper sub-division, separated by a shale parting from the Grossi Bed
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and the Kirton Cementstones sub-division beneath. Richardson (1940)
revived and defined the name of Silver Beds for the group of oolites beneath
the Cementstones which has provided the most fruitful source of ammonites
in the Lincolnshire Limestone (Kent and Baker, loc. cit). For the basal beds
of the Limestone, brown-weathering blue-hearted ferruginous sandy limestones and calcareous sandstone with Gervillella acuta and other distinctive
molluscs, Richardson adopted the quarrymen's name Blue Beds from the
country near Grantham. In this area he defined the Kirton Beds as the
argillaceous limestone and shale (cementstone) sub-division of the the Limestone above the Silver Beds up to and including the Grossi Bed, a more
restricted use than that more recently adopted north of Spital by Wilson and
the present writer.
In describing the structure and stratigraphy of the Lincoln district
W. D. Evans (1952) subsequently grouped the lowest two sub-divisions as
"Blue and Silver Beds", recording that there was evidence of their partial
passage into one another, a feature which does not appear to occur elsewhere,
but in a brief account was not able to give details of this. He avoided the use of
the names Hibaldstow and Kirton Beds by referring to the Upper and Lower
Lincolnshire Limestone, but from the evidence of a local non-sequence
beneath the Grossi Bed placed this stratum in the Upper Lincolnshire Limestone-a grouping differing from that adopted previously in the formation
by Richardson in the same district and by the Geological Survey and other
authors further south (see for example Hollingworth and Taylor, 1951). The
main erosion surface known to the present writer is at the contact of the
Hibaldstow (Ancaster) beds with the Kirton shale, about four feet above the
Grossi level, as seen in the Nocton railway cutting. Elsewhere the transgressive nature of the base of the Ancaster Beds and later raggy limestones
has been taken to establish that the main break is above the Grossi level, but
as evidence quoted below shows that the limestones from the Silver Beds to
above the Grossi Bed all fall within the discites zone, all these non-sequences
are likely to be small. On general lithological grounds, and the broad range
of the small Acanthothirids in the Spital-Kirton district, the present writer
would prefer to follow the Survey procedure.

4.

Ancaster District
South of Lincoln there has been no disagreement over the grouping of
sub-divisions of the Lower Lincolnshire Limestone which include in downward succession the Grossi Bed Cementstones, Little Ponton Beds and Blue
Beds. The interpretation of the beds above has however not reached
finality. Richardson (1939) recognised two major sub-divisions of the upper
part-the Ancaster Rag (15 feet) and the Ancaster Freestone (20 feet)
separated by an erosion surface. The latter rests in tum upon an eroded
surface of the Cementstones. At Thompson's Quarry, Ancaster, identification from the uppermost beds of new brachiopods by Dr. Muir-Wood and of
gastropods by Dr. L. R. Cox established a correlation of the Ancaster Rag of
this locality with the Great Ponton Gastropod Beds and with the transgressive
Harnack Rag and Weldon Beds further south. There is thus reason to
suppose that the uppermost erosion surface within the Limestone can be
correlated with the break at the base of the Upper Lincolnshire Limestone in
the Kettering district. Richardson informs me that for many years now he
has in fact favoured consideration of the drawing of the line between Upper
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and Lower Lincolnshire Limestone along the erosion line between the
Ancaster Rag and Ancaster Freestone, although this is not quite the subdivision adopted in North Lincolnshire or for the Great Ponton section,
described below, in which the Freestones are included in the Upper Lincolnshire Limestone*. Rag beds resting on Freestone were recorded on several
places roundabout, and have been taken to be the same as those at
Thompson's Quarry. The thicknesses given by surface sections however fall
considerably short of the total thicknesses proved in nearby wells, some of
which show up to 60 feet of raggy and pisolitic beds and freestones above
the Cementstones of the Lower Lincolnshire Limestone. A record by H. B.
Woodward (1894) in fact shows that the freestone of the Ancaster quarries
themselves is underlain by a continuing downward alternation of other rag
beds and freestones, and present published evidence is still insufficient to
establish where in this sequence the base of the 'top beds' should be taken.
It seems on the whole unlikely that the "Ancaster Rag" of Newton and
Scotts Quarry, only some 15-20 feet above the Cementstones (Richardson
1939 B. p. 473) is the same bed as that at the top of the limestone at
Thompson's Quarry, as this would involve very deep channelling or strong
thinning for which there is at present no evidence in mid-Lincolnshire.
Micromorphic gastropod assemblages superficially comparable with those of
Great Ponton recur in coarser beds in borings well below the level of the
worked Freestone, and the study of these and of the normal rnicrofauna may
in due course provide a correlation of the sequence in the middle and lower
part of the Ancaster Beds.
For details of the lower beds the writer is greatly indebted to unpublished data provided by Mr. Linsdall Richardson, from his work in
1937-38. A critical horizon is the Wilsford Coral Bed, a white marly limestone with common corals 6-7 feet above the base of the Freestone group
east of Ancaster station, with a subsidiary coral bed containing the same
fauna locally at the base. Apart from the corals (Placophyllia sp. is common)
this bed contains the small brachiopods Parvirhynchia kirtonensis MuirWood and Zeilleria wilsfordensis Muir-Wood. It rests with a sharp or
channelled junction directly on the Cementstones, the Grossi Bed being
absent, presumably removed during the erosion phase. The lower beds are
developed much as at Lincoln.
Both the Wilsford brachiopods occur in the Kirton Cement Shale of the
north, and Z. wilsfordensis occurs in great abundance in the "Roadstone"
limestone 11-18 feet above the Grossi bed at Castle Bytham in South
Lincolnshire. The correlation of the Wilsford Coral Bed and the Roadstone
of Castle Bytham is straightforward; these beds post-date the Grossi bed and
the Cementstones of south and central Lincolnshire. But since in north
Lincolnshire A. crossi ranges from the base of the Hibaldstow bed to the
Kirton Cementstones, the ranges of A. crossi and the Wilsford brachiopods
change from consecutive to overlapping from south to north, and the
correlation of the beds with the Wilsford brachiopods in the south with the
Kirton Cement Shale in the north has to be considered carefully.

* This classification may in the long run be the more appropriate.

It is not adopted
at the present time as it differs from current usage (which corresoonds closely with
the very conveniently mappable division between Hilbaldshow and Kirton Beds in
North Lincolnshire) and as the equivalent plane of division cannot yet be defined
north of Ancaster.
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A critical link in the correlation is provided by railway sections near
Nocton, some 13 miles to the NNE of the Ancaster cuttings, measured by the
writer in 1937. There the main freestones of the Upper Lincolnshire Limestone rest with an undulating contact on a four-foot marl bed with corals up
to six feet across, which directly overlies a 1½-foot limestone with
Acanthothiris crossi, with the Cementstones sub-division beneath. This is the
main coral bed of the area south of Lincoln, and corresponds in position
precisely with the Wilsford Coral Bed and the Castle Bytham Coral Bed; it
differs in that the ground mass is shale and marl instead of marly limestone.
Nearby at Washingborough, as at Kirton, A. crossi occurs in the coral bearing
shale as well as in the limestone beneath (Kent 1941). From Nocton northwards a similar section has been seen wherever the corresponding beds have
been penetrated-as at Welton (6 miles north of Lincoln) and at Spital.
It is concluded that(a) The Wilsford Coral Bed horizon of the lower Ancaster Freestones
passes north into a more argillaceous fades identical with the Kirton
Cement Shale at Nocton. This shale, with its large corals, directly
overlies the Grossi Bed of mid-Lincolnshire.
(b) The main lithological change from Nocton northwards is thickening
of the shale, without any implied increase in its stratigraphical
range.
(c) A. crossi normally occurs in South Lincolnshire at the base of the
shale· or its limestone equivalent (Castle Bytham), but in north
Lincolnshire survived through the shale (Washingborough, Spital
and Kirton), overlaps the vertical range of Wilsford brachiopods
and in fact continues into the base of the overlying limestones,
(Spital and Kirton).
(d) Lithological evidence (absence of further passage) and the range of
the brachiopods agree in indicating that only the basal part of the
Ancaster Freestone (the Wilsford Coral beds) passes northwards
into the Kirton Cement Shale. The main part of the Ancaster
Freestones, with the overlying Ancaster Rag, continues northwards
as thick bedded oolite and pisolite, continuous with the Hibaldstow
beds outcrop.
This represents an interpretation intermediate between the assumption
that the uppermost Grossi horizon of Kirton is the equivalent of the Grossi
Bed in south Lincolnshire, and the ascription of the whole of the Ancaster
Freestones to a level earlier than the later Kirton Cement Shales, the
Hibaldstow Beds representing the Ancaster Rag only (Wilson 1948, Fig. 9
andp. 32).
5.

Grantham to Stamford
South of Grantham the railway cuttings at Great and Little Ponton
provide a standard sequence for the Lincolnshire Limestone, and it was
originally intended that a section would be published jointly by L. Richardson
and the writer-a project interrupted by the war. The nomenclature was
however agreed and the following scheme was adopted:
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Upper Lincolnshire Limestone 60 feet+
Ironstone Junction Bed
8. Great Ponton Terebratula Beds
Pale oolite with abundant Terebratulae; occasional thin
marl partings. lfleldonithyris elongata M-W and l\7.
pontonensis M-W
20 ft.
7. Amberleya gemmata Bed
Grey limestone with scattered ooliths
2 ft.
6. Great Ponton Gastropod Beds
Massive limestones, often raggy, locally pisolitic, some
parts rich in gastropods, much of fauna waterworn.
lVeldonithyris weldonensis M-W and Microrhynchia
bamackensis M-W
Seen to 15 ft.
GAP IN SECTION

5. Ancaster Freestones
White well-bedded oolite, locally raggy, coarsely pisolitic
in middle part
Seen to 23 ft.
Lower Lincolnshire Limestone 35 feet
4. Acanthothiris crossi Bed
Hard shelly calcilutite with scattered ooliths. Scattered
A. crossi
1½ to 3 ft.
3. Cementstones
Well-bedded calcilutite in thin beds with yellow marl
partings: subordinate oolite. Terebratulae, corals.
7 ft.
2. Little Ponton Beds
Hard limestone, buff or pink, mainly oolitic, partly
calcilutite, beds show bored surfaces; clay partings in lower
part. A Nerinea bed is a persistent horizon near the base. 24 ft.
1. Blue Beds
Ferruginous sandy oolite, blue-hearted, weathering brown,
with shell debris.
Seen to I ft.
Of these names 'Little Ponton Beds' is perhaps not ideal as it is liable to
be confused with 'Ponton Beds' (a group term for the Upper Lincolnshire
Limestone still in colloquial use) as well as with the two 'Great Ponton' subdivisions, but no better alternative has been suggested. The strata in question
are known as the 'Nerinea Group' or 'Pisolite Group' in the country further
south (Hollingworth and Taylor 1951), but neither Nerineae nor Pisolite
development are special to these horizons in the Lincolnshire Limestone, and
'Pisolite Group' as a description would be much more appropriately applied
to the Ancaster Beds near Grantham.
In the memoir on the Northampton Ironstone, Hollingworth, Taylor
and their colleagues (1951) followed a broadly similar grouping, without subdividing the upper raggy and pisolitic beds. A Pholadomya Bed was
recognised at the top of the Cementstones, this may correlate with the
common occurrence of P. cf. fidicula at the same level between Blankney
and Lincoln. Richardson's term 'Blue Beds' was however replaced by 'Sandy
Limestone Group', a name which includes also Collyweston Slate and its
equivalents, where present. The usage has some advantage as covering the
cases where the time-horizon of the Blue Beds or Collyweston Beds is
represented by rocks of rather different fades. These authors divided the
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Lincolnshire Limestone into Upper and Lower sub-divisions, the boundary
being placed at the top of the Grossi Bed-a usage agreeing with that in
North Lincolnshire. They comment however that the best local indication of
a break is in the middle of the Grossi Bed, and that logically it might be
divided between the two major sub-divisions. This record evidently implies
an extended time-equivalence of the bed, with potential importance for
interpretation of the extended range of Acanthothiris crossi in north
Lincolnshire.
·
6.

Stam/ord to Kettering
The early descriptions by J. W. Judd in the "Geology of Rutland" (1875)
indicated the broad sub-divisions of the Lincolnshire Limestone, but an
enormous increase of knowledge followed development of the Northampton
Ironstone field, providing fine open sections which were studied in detail from
1940 onwards by the Geological Survey.
Near Stamford the sequence appears to be complete (Richardson and
Kent 1938), but from the Welland Valley southwards a major erosion surface
is developed between Upper and Lower Lincolnshire Limestone, the former
frequently cutting down to the level of the underlying Estuarine Beds. Some
80 feet of beds are represented, but as a result of the erosional effect, not
more than 40 feet are present at any one place (Taylor 1947, 1963, Hollingworth and Taylor 1951). The Acanthothiris crossi Bed is cut out, together
(probably) with beds both above and below.
The Geological Survey has recently limited the subdivisional nomenclature to Upper and Lower Lincolnshire Limestone in the Oundle-Kettering
district (Taylor 1963), but the terms Weldon Stone and Harnack Rag have a
more specific facies connotation and have a value in discussing correlation.
The fauna of the sub-divisions in the southerly Ironstone field is now
well known (see particularly Taylor loc. cit.). The most important for correclation are the brachiopods which occur in the upper group, including
Microrhynchia barnackensis Muir-Wood, M. pontonensis M-W, and
lfleldonithyris spp. M-W Zeilleria wilfordensis M-W also occurs
infrequently. These establish a correlation with the Great Ponton Gastropod
Beds, and with the Ancaster Rag. No representative of the Great Ponton
Terebratula Beds is known, and this subdivision is still identified only in the
Great Ponton pre-Bathonian syncline.

III THE DATING OF THE LINCOLNSHIRE LIMESTONE
The collections of recent years and investigations of the brachiopod and
molluscan faunas by Dr. H. M. Muir-Wood and the late Dr. L. R. Cox have
gone a long way to solving problems of correlation of beds within the
Lincolnshire Limestone. Such a large proportion of the fauna is however
peculiar to the formation (including all the known brachiopods) that it is still
a matter of difficulty to associate structural and stratigraphical episodes in
the Lincoln Inferior Oolite with their precise equivalents in the Midlands
and south of England.
The earliest detailed dating of a part of the formation was by Brodie
(1853), who assigned the lower beds in the Grantham district to the horizon
of the Oolite Marl of the Cotswolds (bradfordensis zone) on the basis of
Natica leck11amptonensis (formerly N. cincta) and other fossils. This correlation was agreed subsequently by Hudleston. This fauna has been collected
by the writer in recent years from the Little Ponton Beds immediately above
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the level of the Blue Beds at Leadenham and from about the equivalent level
in disturbed beds at Waltham station, so it may well be intermediate between
the Blue Beds (Sandy Limestone Group of the Survey) and the lowest
ammonite-bearing horizon of Lincoln. This is a part of the sequence with
several bored surfaces and at least two clay or shale partings, so that a condensed sequence with a representative of the brad/ordensis zone, as Brodie
implied, is easily envisaged.
The lowest record of an ammonite is however Fontannesia sp. (discites
zone) from a little above the base of the limestone at Sproxton Reservoir
excavation, near Grantham (Musgrave 1936). This was close to the level of a
discontinuous clay parting, the horizon of which was not certainly established;
it might be that immediately above the Blue Beds, or one somewhat higher.
Since the limestone beneath was recorded as very ferruginous and much
harder than the overlying rock, an immediately post-Blue Beds date (basal
Little Ponton Beds) is likely for the specimen. This would imply that the
horizon with Natica leckhamptonensis is here absent, or alternatively that it
falls in Lincolnshire within the discites zone. For the time being the former
alternative is preferred, but this is a part of the formation needing investigation.
A specimen of Euhoploceras sp. from disturbed beds at Waltham Station
quarry to the west of this (Kent and Baker 1938) was from pinkish limestone
of the Little Ponton Beds which is at a slightly higher horizon-tentatively
placed by correlation with the Bescaby Lane quarry, east of Waltham, as
about 8 feet above the local base of the limestone and hence 3-5 feet above the
Blue Beds. Possibly the same level again is represented by an ammonite
'allied to A. truelli' recorded by J. E. Cross (1875) from the Santon Oolite
in north Lincolnshire, for Fontannesia and probably other discoid ammonites
at the discites level can show a slight longitudinal grooving reminiscent of the
much later species.
The main ammonite horizon of the Lincolnshire Limestone is a few
feet higher still, at the level of the Silver Beds of Lincoln. There Ammonites
polyacanthus was collected by the Geological Survey (1888) and this specimen was diagnosed by S. S. Buckman (19n) as indicative of the discites
zone. Later seven other species were identified by L. F. Spath (Kent and
Baker 1938). A specimen of Darellia polita S. Buck, was collected 8 feet above
the base at the Wragby Road quarry by R. J. Batters; a Sonninia (Euhoploceras) sp. of the acanthodes group 10 feet 8 inches above the base at Greetwell
Hollow by F. T. Baker. Hyperlioceras aff. rudidiscites S. Buck. Deltotoceras
subsectum S. Buck and Deltoidoceras subdiscoideum S. Buck, were recorded
by the workmen as having been collected 10-12 feet above the base of the
limestone at the Wragby Road Quarry. Darellia alta S. Buck and Hyperlioceras aff. discites Waagen were also obtained (horizon not recorded) at
Greetwell Hollow. Most of these are likely to have come from the Silver
Beds as defined by Richardson (1940) and it is evident that they are distributed at different horizons within them. A specimen of Hyperlioceras aff.
discites collected loose at Greetwell by a student in 1953 and passed to the
writer by Dr. W. W. Black is however in a hard white chalky limestone
indistinguishable from the Cementstones, and may be from a level a little
higher than the Silver Beds themselves. This does not conflict with other
evidence, for the common Trigonia hemisphaerica var. gregaria Lye. of the
Cementstones in the north has independently been regarded as a discites
zone index, and (as shown below) this zone probably continues much higher.
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Precise dating of the Grossi Bed is not yet possible on internal evidence.
Acanthothiris crossi Walker was believed to be present in the Buckmani Grit
of the Cotswolds (post-discites subzone) which agreed with other general
evidence of position, but Dr. Muir-Wood (1952) found that the form there
is a different species. Records of ammonites at higher levels are very rare,
but Richardson(1939a)recorded the discovery of a largeSonninia immediately
above the Grossi Bed at Castle Bytham. In reply to an enquiry about a
possible later date for this specimen, Dr. Spath wrote (1955):
"The exceptionally large Sonninia recorded by Richardson in 1939
(B.M. No. C.39337) is poorly preserved, but could be a Fissilobiceras,
also from somewhere within the discites subzone. But in 1950 we
obtained from Mr. Farrow, the Lincoln Sanitary Officer, another large
ammonite (No. C.47900) from the same quarry at Castle Bytham (about
15' above the floor). This I identified as an unusually large
Hyperlioceras? apparently of the group of 'Deltoidoceras' subdiscoideum
(S. Buckman); it also is imperfect but again points to the discites subzone. Large Sonninias still occur in the trigonalis subzone (or middle
sowerbyi zone) but are not common higher up (Laeviuscula subzone
W'itchellia Beds) and the still later sauzei horizon is a much less likely
date for any of the Lincolnshire Limestone ammonites I have seen."
This shows that not only most of the Lower Lincolnshire Limestone falls
within the discites zone, but also that an important part of the Upper part
is of this date-a total thickness of 60 feet or more. Possibly a later date still
is indicated by Cross's record of an ammonite 'of humphriesianus type' from
an unspecified horizon in the Lincolnshire Limestone above the Santon
Oolite in the Scunthorpe district, for late Bajocian horizons could be
represented in the Hibaldstow Beds. This record would suggest the presence
of a representative of the Scarborough Limestone, which, on fauna! evidence,
must have been connected with the south of England by a sea way for which
Lincolnshire would be the most direct route. The specimen has not been
traced, and there is no other evidence of the survival of such a high horizon
in the Inferior Oolite of Lincolnshire. With this doubtful exception, the
latest Beds are the Great Ponton Terebratula beds in the syncline south of
Grantham, and the more widespread ragstones of Weldon, Bamack, Great
Ponton and Ancaster-which transgress over the eroded surfaces of the
Lower beds down to the Lower Estuarine in the south, and which contain
molluscan faunas long recognised as having Bathonian affinities. Even in this
transgressive series precise correlation with the Cotswolds is confused by the
local character of the individual species, so much so that it is difficult to
envisage any very direct sea connection between the Lincolnshire basin and
the Cotswolds in either Middle or Upper or Inferior Oolite times. The fauna!
barrier may have been as much due to a fades barrier as to geographical
separation, but whether the transgressive Upper beds are in fact of Upper
Inferior Oolite date remains uncertain. It 1s probable that micro-fauna!
studies will throw light on this problem in the near future.
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Pearse, P. de R., 7 Saxby Street
Pick, A. B., 61 Carisbrooke Road
Pick, S. J., 80 Letchworth Road
Pickard, J. N., B.A., J.P., Peatling House, Peatling Magna
Pickard, T. G., 27 Knighton Grange Road
Polito, J. W., The Chestnuts, Tur Langton
Pole, Miss F. E., 97 Brabazon Road, Oadby
Potter, Lt.-Col. J. B., 29 York Road
Presho, S. E. G., B.A., Stoneygate School, London Road
Preston, Miss A., 16 Baslow Road
Pullee, E. E., A.R.C.A., F.S.A.E., F.R.S.A., College of Art

1933
1958
1951
1964
1951
1962
1938
1955
1958

Ratnett, A. N., B.Com., 44 Dovedale Road
Rawlinson, Miss R., M.Sc., 23a Holbrook Road
Riddington, C.R., F.C.A., 611 Welford Road
Riedel, Mrs. V. A., 14 Morland Avenue
Rodgers, J., 320 Beacon Road, Loughborough
Rogers, Rev. C., M.A., B.D., 57 Westminster Road
Rogers, H. E., 42 St. James' Road
Russell, S. H., O.B.E., C.G.I.A., Felbrigg, 9 Elmsleigh Avenue
Russell, W. S., M.B., Ch.B., 26 Knighton Park Road

1965
1964
1951
1964
1959
1960

Sadler, A. V., A.I.M., M.I.P.E., 42 The Fairway, Oadby
Sarson, D.R., 2 Oakwood Avenue, Wigston Fields
Sawday, D. H., 14 De Montfort Street
Scarr, J. A., 3 Leicester Road, Glenfield
Sharman, E. A., M.A., 10 Danehurst Avenue, Glenfield Road
Sharman, J. L., 93 Henley Road
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1958 Sheffield, A., 62 Carisbrooke Road
1963 Sikes. W. H., 5 Westminster Road
1958 Simpson, C.R., M.A., The Clock House, Roman Road, Birstall
1964 Slade, P. R., 14 Stoneygates, Dukes Drive
1946 Sloane, P. G., 82 London Road
1962 Smigielski, W. K., Ingl.Arch., M.T.P.I., The Old Vicarage, Cold
Ashby, Near Rugby
1960 Smith, Arthur J., D.O., M.R.O., Walnut Tree Cottage, Thorpe
Satchville, Melton Mowbray
1958 Smith, C. G., 14 Northcote Road
1958 Smith, Mrs. C. G., 14 Northcote Road
1965 Smith, Mrs. E. L., 152 Ratcliffe Road, Sileby
1965 Smith, H., 152 Ratcliffe Road, Sileby
1960 Smith, H. F., 29 Knighton Grange Road
1965 Smith, Mrs. J., Twoways, Toller Road
1964 Snow, E. E., 32 Spencefield Lane
1961 Sorrell, R. C., 208 Hinckley Road, Kirby Muxloe
1945 Sowter, F. A., F.L.S., Greenholme, Stoughton Lane, Stoughton
1963 Sparrow, R., 25 Meadowcourt Road
1962 Spencer, H. J., M.A., C.P.A., 42 Shirley Road
1912 Spriggs, N. I., M.D., F.R.C.S., 16 Meadowcourt Road
1963 Stanton, Miss K. M., M.A., J.P., 31 Bankart Avenue
1964 Stanyon, R. H., 23 Portland Road
1951 Staunton, H. N. T., B.A., Greenheys, Stoughton Drive South
1956 Stevens, I. G., 70 Homeway Road
1965 Stewart-Peter, Mrs. V., Knoll House, Knossington, Rutland
1963 Stewart, R. A., B.Sc., 57 Grassacres, Braunstone Avenue
1963 Stuart, S. J. L., Naseby, Ratcliffe Road
1965 Stoyle, J. W., M.A., 271 Knighton Church Road
1965 Stoyle, Mrs. J. W., B.A., 271 Knighton Church Road
1959 Sullivan, G. H., M.B., B.S., L.R.C.P., 421 London Road
1959 Sylvester-Bradley, P. C., B.Sc., F.G.S., The University
1931
1946
1946
1963
1961
1947
1960
1960
1945
1927
1963
1963
1948
1945

Tanner, S. E., M.D., F.R.C.P., 10 Meadowcourt Road
Tanner, Mrs. S. E., 10 Meadowcourt Road
Tanser, W. T., J.P., F.C.A .• 17 Kingswood Avenue
Tarratt, F. I., T.D., J.P., F.G.A., 58 Hilders Road
Taylor, C. J., 93 Knighton Church Road
Thomas, Elfed, B.Sc., Ph.D., 43 Shanklin Drive
Thornley, A., 27 Guilford Road
Todd, D. A. M., F.P.S., D.B.A., Northfield, Broad Street, Syston
Todd, Miss D. M., M.A., 3 Roundhill Road
Tompson, G. C., 3 Barrington Road
Tucker, J. A. D., Rarnore, Swithland Lane, Rothley
Tucker, Mrs. J. A. D., Ramore, Swithland Lane, Rothley
Turner. Dr. C. E. H., 464 London Road
Tyler, E., 97 Brabazon Road, Oadby

1965
1951

Ukrainians, Association of, 2 Westcotes Drive
Upjohn, R. H., O.B.E., n3 Holmfield Road

1934 Vial, A. E. Lockington, F.R.P.S., 66 Shanklin Drive

MEMBERS OF THE SOCIETY

1950
1958
1949
1963
1918
1965
1960
1947
1961
1952
1960
1962
1926
1954
1957
1932
1965
1962
1965
1961
1935
1951
1949
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Waddington, Miss E. B., L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M., 14 Evington Parks
Road
Waddington, Miss N., M.A., 13 Holmfield Avenue
Wakefield, Mrs. M. E., 8 Evelyn Road
Walden, T. A., M.Sc., F.M.A., The Museum, New Walle
Walker, Mrs. M., S.R.N., 7 Hillcrest Road
Wallin, Miss G., 28 Stoughton Road, Oadby
Waterfield, Miss R., 2 Lansdowne Road
Webber, Mrs. D., A.R.C.M., Blue Gate, Kibworth Harcourt
Weinmann, 0., 64 Withcote Avenue
Westley, Mrs. D., 155 Shanklin Drive
Whitaker, J. H. McD., M.A., B.Sc., F.G.S., 11 Guilford Road
White, A., B.Sc., A.M.I.Mech.E., 348 Victoria Park Road
Whitton, Miss S. M., 55 Bannerman Road
Widdowson, W. P., B.Sc., M.A., Frolesworth
Willey, Miss M. E., B.Sc., Domestic Science College,
Knighton Fields
Williams, N. J., F.C.A., n8 Upperton Road
Wilshere, Mrs. M. E., Greenways, Kirby Muxloe
Witts, Mrs. A. M., B.Sc., l 1 Bramcote Road, Wigston
Wood, L. A., F.P.S., 46 Clarendon Park Road
Wright, Miss C. M., 63 Scraptoft Lane
Wright, Miss D. M., S.R.N., 29 Westfield Road
Wright, Miss M., 187 London Road
Wykes, C. L., Annesley, 9 Glebe Road
Wykes, W. P., 33 Cross Lane, Mountsorrel

ASSOCIATES
1955
1961
1965
1962
1964
1963
1965
1959
1959
1962
1957
1963
1965
1961
1950
1962
1960
1953
1964
1945

Bacchus, Miss E. M. 74 Parker Drive
Balderson, Mrs. E. M., II Anstey Lane, Groby
Barnett, Miss A. E., 55 Copeland Road, Birstall
Beck, Mrs. S. M., 35 Markfield Road, Groby
Bernstein, Miss F., 416 East Park Road
Branson, Rev. R. W., Holy Cross Priory
Brown, Miss E. A., 206 Leicester Road, Wigston
Cameron, D. E., 6 The Fairway, Kirby Muxloe
Cameron, Mrs. D. E., B.E.M., 6 The Fairway, Kirby Muxloe
Crompton, Mrs. P. J., 38 Coverside Road, Great Glen
East, L. W., 173 Station Road, Cropston
Findley, Miss E. R., 13 Bankart Avenue
Fletcher, Miss E. M., 12 Braunstone Avenue
Hann, Miss J., 4 Fermain Close, Evington
Higson, Miss C. W. J., M.A., Ph.D., F.L.A., 69 Holmfield Road
Hopkins, Miss J. M., Applecross, Deane Gate Drive, Houghton--onthe-Hill
Hopson, A. W. M., n8 Downing Drive
Judge, Miss E. M., 13 North Avenue
Keep, Miss M., 71 Newfields Avenue
Knight, Mrs. K. K., M.A., Cherry Lodge, Stoughton Lane, Stoughton
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1965
1964
1960
1965
1938
1964
1951
1958
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1961
1951
1945
1964
1965
1962
1963
1961
1964
1963
1955
1963
1953
1966
1961
1961
1959
1951
1963
1966
1945
1966
1966
1938
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Lee, Mrs. E., 20 Evelyn Road
Lee, Mrs. K. M., 9 Brancaster Close
Long, R. H., 38 Hedclington Way, Wigston Fields
Longhill, Mrs. J.E., 27 Morland Avenue
Maas, E. H., Ph.D., 79 Staveley Road
Miles, D. M., B.Sc., 89 Lamborne Road
Miller, Mrs. M. 0., 60 Woodfield Road, Oadby
Moore, Miss K., 20 Stoughton Road
Morrison, Mrs. J.M., Sans Souci, Brascote Lane, Newbold Verdon
Nurton, Miss R., 17 Evington Parks Road
O'Callaghan, Mrs. A., 164 Upper New Walk
Ogden, Miss F. M., 26 Ashfield Road
Paine, Mrs. R., 96 Highway Road
Peach, Mrs. R., Holyrood, South Leigh, Nr. Witney
Pickard, Mrs. J. N., Peatling House, Peatling Magna
Rimington, T. G., F.C.A., 8 West Walk, Princess Road
Rodwell, F. S., 21 Monsell Drive
Sage, Miss R. E., 38 St. Ives Road
Sanders, Miss G. A., 12 Braunstone Avenue
Sarson, Miss G., B.A., Ph.D., 79 Westcotes Drive
Saunders, Mrs. E., 4 Brookside Drive, Oadby
Sloman, Miss V., C.Ollege Hall, Knighton Road
Smith, Mrs. M., 71 Woodfield Road, Oadby
Stuart, Miss S. M., L.R.A.M., Naseby, Ratcliffe Road
Taylor, Mrs. M. M., 38 Bell Street, Wigston
Thomas, D. K., 5 Upperton Road
Tricks, Mrs. J. M., 3 Meadowcourt Road
Voss, Miss F. E., 42 Lancaster Road
Waldron, Miss S., Old School House, 57 Leicester Road, Groby
Walker, Miss M. E., The Cranny, Caravan Park, Upper Church
Street, Syston
Ward, G., Heathfield Hotel, London Road
Wharmby, H. E., 3 Powys Avenue
Whitehead, Miss G. B., 13 Westfield Road
Whiteman, Miss M., 74 Stoughton Road, Oadby
Wightman, Mrs. F. I., 78 Kedleston Road
Williams, P., 21 Northfold Road
Wilson, R. W., B.Sc. Tech., M.Sc., Ph.D., A.E.I. Ltd., New Parks
Boulevard
Wright, Miss C. L., 67 Stanfell Road

•

